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ISOTHERMAL FATIGUE, DAMAGE ACCUMULATION,

AND LIFE PREDICTION OF A WOVEN PMC

ANDREW L. GYEKENYESI

ABSTRACT

This dissertation focuses on the characterization of the fully reversed fatigue behavior

exhibited by a carbon fiber/polyimide resin, woven laminate at room and elevated tempera-

tures. Nondestructive video edge view microscopy and destructive sectioning techniques

were used to study the microscopic damage mechanisms that evolved. The elastic stiffness

was monitored and recorded throughout the fatigue life of the coupon and later utilized as a

damage variable for a phenomenological model. In addition, residual compressive strength

tests were conducted on fatigue coupons with various degrees of damage as quantified by

stiffness reduction. Experimental results indicated that the monotonic tensile properties

were only minimally influenced by temperature, while the monotonic compressive and fully

reversed fatigue properties displayed noticeable reductions due to the elevated temperature.

The stiffness degradation, as a function of cycles, consisted of three stages; a short-lived

high degradation period, a constant degradation rate segment composing the majority of

life, and a final stage demonstrating an increasing rate of degradation up to failure. Con-

cerning the residual compressive strength tests at room and elevated temperatures, the
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elevatedtemperaturecouponsappearedmuchmoresensitiveto damage.At elevatedtem-

peratures,couponsexperiencedamuchlargerlossin compressivestrengthwhencompared

to roomtemperaturecouponswith equivalentdamage.

Thefatiguedamageaccumulationlaw proposedfor themodelincorporatesascalar

representationfor damage,butadmitsamultiaxial,anisotropicevolutionarylaw.Themodel

predictsthecurrentdamage(asquantifiedby currentstiffness)andremnantlife of acom-

positethathasundergoneaknownloadat temperature.Thedamage/lifemodelis depen-

denton the appliedmultiaxial stressstateand temperature.Comparisonsbetweenthe

damage/lifemodel and data showedgood predictive capabilitiesconcerningstiffness

degradationandcyclesto failure. However,thedatageneratedrepresentsuniaxialloading

appliedat isothermaltemperatures.Thus,auniaxial formulationof thefatiguelife model

proposedin thisstudywascharacterized.Futureworkshouldencompassmultiaxialtesting

andexamineissuesrelatingto thermomechanicalfatiguein orderto enhancethemodeling

effort presentedhere.
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CHAPTER I

POLYMER MATRIX COMPOSITES

1.1 Introduction

At the present time polymer matrix composites (PMCs) are commonly utilized by de-

sign engineers in a wide variety of applications. These composites, when fabricated using

continuous fibers in a two-dimensional form, can be loosely categorized as either a non-

woven tape system, or as a woven system. Fiber reinforced laminated PMCs are supplant-

ing conventional materials due to their improved fatigue resistance, high specific strength,

and high specific stiffness. These multi-layered filamentary composites have replaced con-

ventional superalloys in aerospace applications, deep submergence vessels, radomes, sport-

ing goods, and other structures where their unique properties impart a commercial and/or

structural advantage. Adopting a wide perspective and overviewing the market for PMCs in

general, the unique flexibility of tailoring the material to effectively resist applied loads in

an efficient manner (not to mention the enhanced mechanical properties associated with

PMCs) has steadily increased the rate of utilization for this material group.

Current objectives common to the aerospace community call for advanced aircraft that

produce greater payload delivery and increases in fuel efficiency. Of vital importance in the

development of the propulsion systems for these aircraft is the utilization of cost effective

materials. Bowles et al. (1996) pointed out that one of the prevailing philosophies driving
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theseprogramsis theutilization of lightweightPMCsin thehot sectionsof newerengines

whereelevatedtemperaturesprevail.Thesematerialswill serveboth asloadbearingand

non-loadbearingcomponents.Anticipatedserviceenvironmentsinclude temperaturere-

gimesthatreachandmaintainlevelsof 300°C (572°F)or more.Thesefuturerequirements

imposeservicetemperaturesapproachingtheglasstransitiontemperature(To)of theresin.

Whetherthe anticipatedservicerequirementsarestringent(e.g.,aerospace)or mundane

(wherecommercialsuccessisdriving technology)adatabaseof pertinentengineeringprop-

ertiesmustbedevelopedfor legalandtechnicalreasons.Therefore,oneof theobjectivesof

this dissertationis to addto theexistingpropertydatabaseby providing datarelativeto

fatigueanddamageaccumulation.This datahasbeenobtainedunderconditionsapproach-

ing theserviceconditionsfoundin turbineengines.

For PMC systemsthereinforcingfibersserveastheprimaryloadcarryingcomponent.

Thematrix providesstructuralintegrity by servingasa loadtransfermedium.In addition,

thematrix providesa certainamountof rigidity, andprotectsthe fibers from exposureto

unfavorableenvironments.The traditional,non-wovenlaminatedcompositesystemsare

fabricatedby stackingpliesof unidirectionaltapes.Stackingtheindividualpliesatvarious

orientationsimpartsa directionaldependenceto thestrengthandstiffnessof thematerial

which canbeusedadvantageouslyby the designengineer.At present,most non-woven

carbonfiber-reinforcedpolymerresinlaminatesaremadefromunidirectional,pre-impreg-

natedsheets(i.e.,prepregs).However,thecompositeindustryhasbeenexpandingitsuseof

planar(2-D) clothplies in laminates.CurtisandBishop(1984)indicatedearlyon that in-

creaseduseof cloth laminatesis clearly tied to advancesin themanufacturingquality of

wovencarbonfiber cloth. In asubsequentpaperCurtisandMoore (1985)outlinedthead-

vantagesassociatedwith textilepreforms.Today,steadyimprovementin weavingtechnol-

ogyhasincreasedtheavailabilityof amultitudeof textilepreforms.Advantagesassociated

with textilepreformsincludeeaseof handling,theability of thefabricto conformto com-

plex shapes,improvedresidualstrengthafterimpact,andthefact thatthefabrichasmore
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isotropicin-planepropertiesrelativeto non-wovenlay-ups.Fabricsreducethecostof pro-

ductionby allowing for lesslaborintensiveproductionmethods,suchastheresintransfer

molding(RTM) process.Manytypesof two-dimensionalwovenpliesareavailable.Plain,

twill, andsatinplanarweavesaredepictedinFigure 1.1.

With the increasingutilization of PMCsin structuralcomponentsthe needto predict

servicelife underboth staticandcyclic loadsbecomesimportantfor successfulcommer-

cialization.However,to predictlife thedesignengineermustbeableto detecttheaccumu-

lateddamagethatoccursin astructuralcomponentundervariousserviceconditions.Once

adependablemethodologyhasbeenestablishedtodetectdamage,thedesignengineermust

a/sobeableto ascertain the effect damage has on engineering properties. This need essen-

tially leads to establishing a damage criterion. The damage criterion dictates when to re-

move a component from service.

In the past, successful fatigue life models for conventional materials would incorporate

a relationship between microstructural damage (i.e., the defect state) and the mechanical

properties of the materials. Similar models based on high quality fatigue data must be estab-

lished for PMCs. Models that predict the rate of damage accumulation for PMCs would

enhance the ability of a design engineer to predict when a component should be removed

from service.

However, in order to construct a useful fatigue life model for PMC laminates constructed

from either tapes, weaves or both, an extensive data base must be developed. While infor-

mation relative to non-woven laminated PMCs has been added to the data base for a number

of years, litre effort has been invested augmenting the data base for woven PMCs. This

dissertation expands the data base of information regarding the fatigue life of a cross-wo-

ven PMC. The macroscopic and microscopic behavior of the material was documented at

room and elevated temperatures under a fully reversed cyclic load. To accomplish this,

advanced experimental techniques were developed and employed for the uniaxial tests.

Finally, an isothermal, multiaxial fatigue life model was proposed that captures the reduction

NASA/CR--1998-206593
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Figure 1.1 Woven 2-D fabrics with various ns values, (a) ns = 2, plain weave, Co) ns = 3,

twill weave, (c) ns = 4, 4-harness (crow foot) satin, (d) ns = 8, 8-harness satin, (e) cross-

sectional view (Ishikawa and Chou (1982)).
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5

of stiffnessundercyclic loadfor theaforementioned(0/90)weave.It shouldbenotedthat

the primary objectiveof this dissertationwas to developandestablisha comprehensive

fatiguemodelfor PMCsthatcorrelateswell with experimentalfatiguedata.Thefollowing

sectionreviewsthetypicaldamageinducedin laminatedandwovenPMCs.Thenext sec-

tion containsadiscussionregardingdamagevariablesandtheir relevance.Followingthis

sectionareviewof existingfatigue life models is presented. This chapter concludes with a

clear statement of the technical objectives and an overview of the remaining chapters of this

dissertation.

1.2 Characterizing Fatigue Damage and Failure Associated with Cyclic Load History

Fatigue failures for conventional engineering materials can be viewed as a two step

process: crack initiation followed by crack propagation. Here the majority of the fatigue life

is consumed initiating a dominant crack. Once a dominant crack has been initiated, prin-

ciples of fracture mechanics are utilized to predict crack growth and remnant life. For criti-

cal applications where safety issues are paramount (e.g., aeronautics applications) this en-

gineering design approach demands an inspection protocol that employs nondestructive

evaluation (NDE) techniques. Crack growth equations are subsequently used to predict the

point in time when the detectable crack becomes unstable and propagates catastrophically.

Broek (1986) pointed out that in less demanding applications, design engineers simply as-

sume the presence of the smallest flaw that can be detected by NDE techniques, and thus

bypass in-situ testing which can become expensive.

Unlike fatigue failure in conventional engineering materials, the accumulation and pro-

gression of damage in composite materials are relatively complex. In addition, the basic

damage mechanisms encountered in composite laminates are more numerous than conven-

tional materials. For the case of non-woven laminates, Talreja (1987) pointed out that these

mechanisms include fiber-matrix debonding (interface failure), matrix cracking that can be

intralaminar or interlaminar (delamination), and fiber fracture or fiber micro-buckling. These
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mechanismsaredepictedgraphicallyin Figure 1.2.The sequenceof crack initiation and

propagationfor thesemechanismsis well documentedby variousauthorsfor tapelay-ups

fabricatedfrom a sequentialstackingof 0° plies andvariousoff-axis plies.Thereaderis

referredto theearlywork of HahnandLorenzo(1986)aswell asHighsmith(1984)on this

topic.Thereadercanalsoconsulttextsauthored/editedby Reifsnider(1991),Agarwaland

Broutman(1990),andTalreja(1987).It shouldbenotedthatthevastmajorityof thesedata

havebeenacquiredfrom load andstraincontrolled uniaxial tensilefatigue experiments

conductedunderambientconditions.Therefore,a needexistsfor studyingthesedamage

eventsundervariousenvironmentalconditionsparallelingthoseof thecomponent.

Fujii andAmijima (1993)aswell asSchulte(1986)showedsimilardamageeventsto

occurin wovenlaminates.In summary,theeventsincludetransversecrackslocatedin the

fill tows(alsocalledweft tows)andresinrich areas,longitudinalcracksin the loadbeating

warp tows, and bundledebondsand interlaminardelaminations.Note, eachtow/bundle

consistsof thousandsof individual fibers.A schematicof thewovendamageis shownin

Figure1.3.Furtherdetailsconcerningthesequencefor theindividualeventsaregivenbelow

for bothnon-wovenandwovenlaminates.

In theprocessof conductingadetailedreviewof thefatiguedatacitedearlierfor non-

woven laminated PMCs revealed several noteworthy points. First, for tension-

tensionfatiguetests(Ro = (_min/O'max" 0 < R o < 1 ; see Figure 1.4) the In'st damage event to

occur is matrix cracking in the angled plies. These cracks form through the thickness of the

ply in a direction parallel to the fibers, and perpendicular to the laminate face. Typically,

matrix cracks are initiated at fiber debonds or at flaws introduced during fabrication. Next,

longitudinal cracks appear in the 0 ° ply oriented parallel to the load direction. Jamison

(1986) pointed out that these cracks are caused by the Poisson's mismatch between plies

with different orientations, and are probably initiated at fiber breaks in the 0 ° ply. Delami-

nations occur at the crossing points of the transverse and longitudinal cracks, along with

intersections of the transverse cracks and the free-edge. Throughout the life of the test
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specimen,fiber fracturestranspireat randomlocationsin the loadbearing0° plies. Accu-

mulation of stress concentrations and stress redistributions due to the various matrix cracks

increases the number of fiber breaks in the material. When the material becomes saturated

with fiber breaks in the primary load bearing 0 ° plies, the laminate fails.

In load-controlled, uniaxial tension-compression fatigue experiments (R,_ < 0), the fail-

ure sequence is similar to the sequence described above, but the accumulating

damage is more severe. This is due to the synergistic effects of damage induced during both

the tensile and compressive regimes of the load cycle. The reduction of fatigue life in PMC

test specimens subjected to tension-compression load regimes is a result of an additional

failure mode (i.e., localized material instabilities) that is not present in a tension-tension

load cycle. Schultz and Reifsnider (1984), Adam et al. (1991), Ryder and Walker (1979),

Carlson and Kardomateas (1996), as well as Rotem and Nelson (1989) have discussed this

issue. Under tension-compression load cycles transverse and longitudinal matrix cracks

develop first, and the matrix cracks are followed by delaminations. As these delaminations

successively multiply, damage will accumulate during the compression segment of each

load cycle because individual plies lose the bracing provided by adjacent layers. This brac-

ing by adjacent layers tends to mitigate buckling and/or shear failure. When the material is

saturated with delaminations the test specimen fails in compression due to ply buckling,

fiber micro-buckling in the intact laminas, and/or out-of-plane failure of the resin.

Schulte (1986) and Bishop (1989) showed that the 2-D woven laminates closely parallel

the tension-tension and tension-compression fatigue damage sequences of the well docu-

mented non-woven laminates. Transverse cracks initiate and propagate inside the fill (weft)

tows and resin rich areas between the bundles as seen in Figure 1.3. These cracks originate

in the undulated region where a fill tow encircles a warp tow. The cracks are a result of the

lower material stiffness in the region where the cracks originate in comparison to the sur-

rounding regions with straightened bundles. Schulte (1986) proposed that this lower stiff-

ness causes a local softening and as a result the maximum strain occurs at the center of the
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undulationwheretransversecracksarestarted.Next,longitudinalcracksdevelopalongthe

loadbearingwarpbundles.Thesecracksareinitiatedby similarmechanismsfoundin non-

wovencross-plylaminates.Theresinmaterialandthewarpbundlesattemptto contractin

thetransversedirectiondueto thePoisson'seffect,butareconstrictedby thetransversefill

fibers.Finally, debondsalongtheaxialandtransversebundlesinitiatebothatthefreeedge

andat undulationpointsin theinterior of a laminate.Burr andMorris (1994),Shulteet al.

(1987)aswell asBishop(1989)cited experimentalevidencethatasdebondsgrow, they

coalesceinto interlaminardelaminations.Theseinterior interlaminareventsareinitiatedat

undulationpointscontainingtransverseandlongitudinalcracksthat crossoneanother.As

wasthecasefor thenon-wovenlaminates,delaminationscausethespecimento fail in com-

pression.

As a final note, the undulation points cause woven laminates to show a slight decrease

in stiffness properties and fatigue life when compared to tapes with similar lay-ups. Early

work by Weinberger et al. (1977) on carbon fiber reinforced polymers showed that 2-D

weaves with less fiber distortion such as an 8-satin weave result in smaller reductions in

mechanical properties.

1.3 Fatigue Damage Variables

Up to this point the discussion has for the most part focused on the microscopic damage

events which occur throughout life and ultimately lead to failure. These events cause a

degradation of the mechanical properties long before catastrophic failure. Usually cata-

strophic failure is not the design engineer's only concern since the cumulative effect on

important design properties such as stiffness eventually becomes detrimental to the func-

tionality of the component. The presence of fatigue induced defects can

accelerate corrosion, can cause leakage in containment vessels, and may, as indicated above,

alter the behavior of the elastically tailored structure. O'Brien (1978) discussed how stiff-

ness changes on the order of 10 percent can significantly alter the aerodynamic response of
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a wing assemblymakingit unacceptablefor serviceeventhoughthe assemblyhad not

"failed" by conventionalfailure/fracturecriteria.

Somestudiesandconferenceshavebeenconducteddocumentingtheeffectsof various

environments(i.e.,moistureandtemperature)on thestaticanddynamicbehaviorof PMCs.

ThereaderisdirectedtooverviewsbyHarrisandGates(1993),Vinson(1977),andSpringer

(1981).Themajority of theinformationin thesereferencesisconcernedwith theeffectsof

environmenton variablessuchasultimate staticstrengthandfatiguelife. Availability of

datarelatedto thespecificsof damageevolution(microscopicdamageinitiation andgrowth

as well as its influence on macroscopicproperties)as a function of environmentis ex-

tremelylimitedandin needof supplementation.

The currentexperimentalevidenceindicatesthat environmentaldegradationis most

severein theresin.Hence,strengthpropertiesthatdisplayahigh dependenceon theresin

integrity needto be trackedcarefullywhenlaminatesareexposedto detrimentalservice

conditions.RyderandWalker(1979)aswell asHahn(1982)pointedout thatthesenseof

theappliedloadis important.Elevatedtemperaturescauseanoticeabledecreasein static

strengthandfatiguelife for test specimenssubjectedto compressiveloadregimes.How-

ever,temperaturehasa minimal effectonstrengthandlife for testspecimenssubjectedto

uniaxialtension.This isdueto thefact thattensilepropertiesarefiberdominated,while for

compressionloadregimestheresinplaysa muchmoresignificantrole. Carefulconsider-

ationmustbegivento themoregeneralcasewherecomponentsaresubjectedto tension/

compressioncyclic loads.To further complicatethe issueof damageaccumulation,the

sequenceof initiation andpropagationof thevariouscracksisafunctionof laminatelay-up,

stackingsequence,structuralgeometry,and loadingconditions.Thusdamageaccumula-

tion is loadpathdependentandmaterialdependent.In thissensedamagecanbeconsidered

amaterialstatevariablefrom thestandpointof engineeringmechanics.

Quantifiableengineeringpropertiessuchasstiffnessandresidualstrengthcanbeindi-

catorsof thecurrentdamagestatein acompositematerialsystem.StudiesbyYang(1978),
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YangandLiu (1977),Reifsnider(1986)aswell asTaietal. (1995)haveshownthatresidual

strengthin compositematerialsdegradesduring fatigueexperiments.Similar studiesby

O'Brien (1978),OdomandAdams(1982),aswell asStinchcombandBakis (1991)have

demonstratedthatstiffnessdegradesaswell. However,bothpropertiescanshowatempo-

rary increaseundercertainconditions.For example,misalignedfibersin non-wovenlami-

natescanstraightenoutundertensileloads.Gyekenyesietal. (1995)alsopointedout thata

reductionin fiberundulationcanbeachievedundertensileloadsin wovenlaminates.Both

of thesephenomenoncan increasethelongitudinalmodulusduring theinitial stagesof a

fatigueexperiment.StinchcombandBakis (1991)haveindicatedthatmatrix damageadja-

centtoholesornotcheshelpstorelaxstressconcentrations.Thismechanismtendsto increase

theresidualstrength.

Ultimately,asafatiguespecimenapproachesfailure internaldamagemechanismswill

reduceboththemodulusandresidualstrengthbelowlevelsexhibitedin theinitial stagesof

cyclic loadhistory.In thecaseof loadcontrolledfatigueexperimentswherefailure is de-

fined ascompletefracture,theresidualstrengthdiminishesto equalthemaximumapplied

stress.In the sectionthat follows variousmethodsthat utilize the residualstrengthand

stiffnessas indicatorsof the damagestateare discussed.The relationshipsbetweenthe

damagestateandmacroscopiclaminatebehaviorarehighlightedrelativeto pastmodeling

efforts.

1.4 Fatigue Models for PMCs

During the past three decades many investigators have addressed issues relating to mod-

eling fatigue life of components fabricated from composite materials. Liu and Lessard (1994)

offered an overview of the many models employed by design engineers to predict fatigue

damage progression and life in composites. A number of models employ the traditional

curve fitting approach to S-N data (plotting maximum applied stress, S, versus cycles to

failure, Nf). Predicting life using S-N models limits the design engineer to the load regimes
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usedto developtheS-N curve. Models based on residual strength degradation and modulus

degradation are currently drawing the most interest. These models adopt damage variables

based on measurable macroscopic properties. Utilizing quantifiable macroscopic proper-

ties, the design engineer can quantitatively monitor damage accumulation and with an

appropriate model the design engineer can infer the age or remaining life of a component.

In addition, damage accumulation models can be expanded beyond simple unidirectional

load regimes. The damage variable can be updated by integrating a multiaxial damage accu-

mulation function from some initial damage state (caused by processing or a prior load

history) to an updated state induced by the current service load. Hence, the damage accu-

mulation models (both stiffness degradation and strength degradation models) can predict

life for multi-step, multi-dimensional load regimes. Furthermore, the damage variable can

be modified by factors other than applied cyclic load. Enough flexibility exists in some

models to capture time dependent effects such as creep and/or environmental effects. Dam-

age accumulation models have the potential to achieve a generalized form which can be

extrapolated to conditions beyond those employed in laboratory experiments.

The residual strength degradation theories assume that the rate of degradation due to

cyclic damage accumulation is a decreasing function of accumulated cycles. As was men-

tioned earlier, failure occurs when the current residual strength of the composite matches

the maximum applied stress. Broutman and Sahu (1972) proposed a cumulative damage

theory using a linear strength degradation expression. Hahn and Kim (1975) introduced a

nonlinear residual strength degradation model predicated on the assumption that the slope

of the residual strength is inversely proportional to a power law of the current residual

strength. This nonlinear degradation model was further investigated by Yang and Liu (1977).

These authors proposed a reliability model for the fatigue life of composite materials where

the design engineer computes the probability of failure associated with a given number of

applied cycles, An advanced, residual strength degradation model which predicts fatigue

life for multi-stress levels was proposed by Reifsnider and Stinchcomb (1986). This model
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is basedon theassumptionthattheresidualstrengthdegradationrateis apowerfunctionof

fatiguecycles.However,themeasurementof residualstrengthduringdamagedevelopment

ina specimenis somewhatimpracticalsinceonly onemeasurementcanbemadeperspeci-

men.Lee (1988)pointedout thatit is alsodifficult to comparethedamagestatesbetween

two specimenswhenthe damagestateis characterizedby the currentresidualstrength.

Moreover,residualstrengthdegradationisnotalwaysuniquelyrelatedto thestateof physi-

cal damage.Chouand Croman(1979)showedthis to be the casefor the suddendeath

syndrome,wherephysicaldamage(transversecracks,delaminations,etc.) is continuously

occurringbut theresidualstrengthis constantuntil verynearto failure whentherateof

strengthdegradationaccelerates.Thusthedesignengineeriscautionedregardingtheuseof

residualstrengthmodelstopredictthefatiguebehaviorof anindividualcomponentin service.

Modulusdegradationtheoriesarebasedon theobservationthat undercyclic load,the

stiffnessof the compositedecreasesasa function of accumulatedcycles.The changein

stiffnessof acompositelaminateasaresultof cyclic loadis arepeatablecharacteristicfor

agiventypeof material,laminatearrangement,andloadspectrum.Changesmaytakeplace

in multiple stages.Figure 1.5(a),aspresentedby Schulte(1986),depictsthe threestage

stiffnessbehaviorof a (02/902/02/902)s graphiteepoxy non-wovenlaminatesubjectedto

tension-tension(Ro= 0.1)cyclic loading.StageI damage is characterized by an initial rapid

decrease in stiffness caused by matrix cracking and some early fiber fracture. Stage II dam-

age is a lengthy intermediate period of moderate stiffness reduction which results from

additional matrix cracking in off-axis and 0 ° plies, crack coupling along ply interfaces, and

internal delaminations. The onset of Stage HI damage near the end of life is characterized

by a rapid decrease in stiffness. This is a result of an increase in damage growth rate repre-

sentative of delamination coalescence and fiber fracture.

A three stage stiffness degradation plot of a cross-weave laminate is depicted in Fig-

ure 1.5 (b). The experimental conditions for the figure are the same as for the cross-ply

appearing in the same figure. As is the case for non-wovens, transverse cracks dominate the
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first stage.Damageduringthesecondstageisdictatedby theinitiationandgrowthof longi-

tudinal cracksand bundle debonds.Finally, the transverseand longitudinal cracksand

debondedbundlescoalescenceto initiate interlaminardelaminationswhichdefinethestart

of thethird stageleadingto failure.Similar multiplestagebehavioris alsoobservedwhen

thelaminatesaresubjectedto reversedloading.

Numerousstudiesconcerningnon-wovenlaminateshaveindicatedthat moduli corre-

latewell with internalmatrixdamage.Forexample,effortsby Talreja(1987)andO'Brien

(1978)concludedthat stiffnesslossis afunctionof matrixcrackdensityanddelamination

area.Thedegreeof damageassociatedwith crackdensitycanalsobeobtainedfrom non-

destructiveinspectionof a component.In addition,Wanget al. (1984)and Gyekenyesi

(1996)claimedthat crackdensitycanbepredictedusingamechanisticparadigmsuchas

fracturemechanicscoupledwith theassumptionof aminimumflaw size.

Fromthedesignengineer'sviewpointfailureusingthemodulidegradationmethodcan

be defined as somecritical loss in stiffness as discussedby Ye (1989), Poursartip

etal. (1982)andHahnandKim (1976).Alternately,theaccumulationof strainfor thecase

of load controlledfatigue canbe comparedto the ultimatestatic strainestablishedin a

monotonictestin orderto definefailure.This latterdefinitionhasbeenadvocatedbyHwang

andHan(1989)andYanget al. (1989)andisconsideredanindirectdefinitionof themodu-

lusdegradationcriteria.Both definitionsyield critical valuesthatareeasilyobtainedfrom

experiments.

Stiffnesschangeshavebeendocumentedfor anumberof PMCsystems.Unlike residual

strength,stiffnessdatacanbemonitoredcontinuouslyduringthelife of asinglespecimen.

Meskini (1986)pointedout that stiffnesscanbeobtainednondestructivelythroughoutthe

load history of a test specimen.Stiffnessdatacanbe normalizedwith respectto initial

undamagedstiffness(E/Eo)andplottedversusnormalizedfatigue life (N/Nf) as shown in

Figure 1.5. Ye (1989) demonstrated the repeatability of data for different experimental con-

ditions using this form of data presentation. Stinchcomb and Reifsnider (1979) and Poursartip
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et al. (1982)havebothshownthattheshapeof thecurvefor shortlife (Nf< 105)andlong

life tests(Nf> 105) is similar. The curves vary little between specimens at different loads

when data is depicted as plots of normalized modulus verses normalized cycles to failure.

This seems to indicate that damage accumulation has the same basic phenomenological

characteristics irrespective of load history for constant environmental conditions. Stinchcomb

and Bakis (1991) suggested the use of master curves to extrapolate short-term life data to

long-term component performance. Finally, the normalized stiffness approach is an indica-

tor of the "fatigue age" of laminates at various load levels. With a knowledge of the initial

material properties and current properties, the normalized stiffness approach allows the

engineer to ascertain the current life of a component. The approach also yields a reference

damage state for the next load application.

In an actual service application, the modulus degradation approach can be applied to

obtain the age of the component if the current stiffness is known. For simple geometries the

component can be strain gaged and then subjected to an induced load to obtain the moduli

of interest. Golfman (1993) showed the acousto-ultrasonics method of NDE as another

possible avenue in the near future. Golfman successfully predicted the elastic constants in a

high speed, PMC turbine blade using the technique. Finally, updated moduli values can be

achieved by the utilizing a damage mechanics model which is a function of crack density (see

Talreja (1987)). The crack damage can be measured by the application NDE methods such

as x-ray or acousto-ultrasonics (Hemann et al. (1987)), or by predicting crack damage by

employing an analytical model such as one based on fracture mechanics and the strain

energy release rate principle (Gyekenyesi (1996)).

The theories and approaches discussed above have to a certain extent shown good agree-

ment with most available fatigue data. However, the vast majority of data produced thus far

has been concerned with non-woven laminates subjected to ambient conditions. Further

research is needed to study woven laminates and to develop a more definitive relationship

between the physical damage (such as matrix cracking and delamination) and the macroscopic
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behavior.A thoroughunderstandingof the microscopic damage mechanisms in both wovens

and non-wovens generated under various service histories is required before a generalized

model can be proposed and utilized with confidence. The goal is developing an analytical

model relating stiffness loss to actual damage. Having this tool design engineers will be a

step closer to achieving a more generalized paradigm with variables that account for service

history, service environment, laminate lay-up, and multiaxial loading.

1.5 Objectives and Scope

This dissertation focuses on the characterization of the monotonic tensile, compressive,

and fully reversed fatigue behaviors exhibited by a carbon fiber/polyimide resin, woven

laminate at room and elevated temperatures. The monotonic compressive and the fully re-

versed fatigue tests were conducted utilizing an unsupported specimen design. The 8-har-

ness satin (0/90) weave is the basic building block and critical element for two-dimensional

woven multiaxial lay-ups and was chosen because of its widespread interest and application

in the aerospace industry. Support for this study was provided by the NASA sponsored

Advanced Subsonics Technology (AST) program, a cooperative effort between govern-

ment, industry, and universities to conduct research to develop the advanced gas turbine

engines of the future. The study was carried out utilizing the facilities of the Structures and

Acoustics Division located at the NASA Lewis Research Center.

Unique experimental techniques were developed and employed for the isothermal tests.

These included designing untabbed, reduced gage section, tensile and unsupported com-

pressive specimens, developing accurate methods of temperature control and measurement

for quartz lamp heating, and programming advanced software to drive the hydraulic load

frame. The unsupported compressive specimen design allows the composite to fail as a

result of natural consequences such as out of plane deformations and buckling failure modes.

This is in contrast to most monotonic and fatigue data dealing with compressive load re-

gimes. Most studies use antibuclding guides which limit compressive failures to crushing
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modes.Thesepurecompressivefailuresachievedwhile usingbucklingguidesareof little

practicalvalue in thedesignof compositecomponentssincecomponentsareusuallyde-

signedforbucklingor postbucklingbehaviorgovernedby stiffnesscriteria.Thequartzlamp

heatingsystemwasusedbecauseof its dynamiccapabilitiesmaking it suitablefor future

thermomechanicalfatigue (temperatureandload varying simultaneously).An innovative

techniqueto acquirethetemperaturein thegagesectionwasdevelopedhere.A calibration

schemewasdesignedto establisharelationshipbetweenthecoupongagetemperatureand

thermocoupletemperature.Microstructuraldamagemechanismswereextensivelystudied

usingnon-destructive,in-situ edgeview microscopyanddestructivesectioningof thecou-

pons.Comparisonswereconductedbetweenthetemperatureextremesconcerningthedam-

ageandfailuremechanisms.Thelongitudinalstiffnesswasmonitoredandrecordedduring

eachtest.Thismacroscopicpropertywasthenrelatedto theresidualcompressivestrength

aswell astheactualmicroscopicdamagemechanisms.ChaptersII andIII discusstheex-

perimentalset-upandresults,respectively.

A phenomenologicalanalyticalmodelbasedon themodulusdegradationasadamage

variablewasestablished.Thefatigue damageaccumulationlaw proposedincorporatesa

scalarrepresentationof damage,but admitsan anisotropicevolutionarylaw.The model

predictsthecurrentdamagestate(asquantifiedby currentstiffness)andremnantlife of a

compositethathasundergoneaknowncyclic loadattemperature.Thedamage/lifemodelis

afunctionof themultiaxialmaximumfatiguestress,themultiaxial fatiguemeanstress,the

currentlevelof damage,andtemperature.ChapterIV containsa descriptionof thepara-

digm andits application/comparisonin respectto thepresentdata.

Finally, ChapterV givesabrief descriptionof theexperimentalandanalyticalaccom-

plishments,conclusions,andfuturedirections.
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CHAPTER II

MATERIAL, TEST EQUIPMENT AND TEST PROCEDURES

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents an in-depth discussion of the experimental facilities utilized for

this study. In addition, details regarding material fabrication and the design of the test speci-

men geometries are presented. Technical and practical aspects that guided the development

of software that controlled both monotonic and cyclic fatigue tests are given. Sections

concerning damage inspection techniques, and a complete overview of the test procedure as

well as a test matrix follow later in the chapter. Detailed explanations are provided for each

of these topics since they impact the interpretation" of the fatigue data presented in the next

chapter.

2.2 Material

The high temperature PMC employed in this study carries the designation T650-35/

PMR15. The laminated composite was fabricated by General Electric Aircraft Engines

(GEAE) in support of the NASA sponsored Advanced Subsonic Technologies (AST) Pro-

gram. This material is a carbon fiber/polyimide composite with a two dimensional fiber

architecture. An 8-harness satin balanced (0/90) cross-weave was utilized in fabricating

each ply. Plate specimens that measured 35.6 by 35.6 cm (14 by 14 in.) were supplied in two
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sizesconcerningthethickness,i.e., plateswith a 10-plythickness,andplateswith 16plies

throughthethickness.Theaveragethicknessof the10-plyplateswas0.323cm(0.127in.).

The averagethicknessfor the 16-plyplateswas0.533cm (0.210in.). UltrasonicC-scans

wereconductedto ascertainfabricationqualityprior to testing.C-scansaredamageassess-

menttoolsthattransmitultrasonicsignalsthroughanobject.After anultrasonicwavepasses

throughaspecimen,thewaveattenuationis analyzedfor indicationsof damage.Thedetails

of this procedurehavebeenpresentedin adiscussionby CantwellandMorton (1992).In

thisstudytheresultsof theC-scansindicatedthattheoverallfabricationqualitywasconsis-

tentfrom plateto platewith very little signalattenuation.Thematerialwasfabricatedin a

multistepprocess.Thedetailsof thefabricationprocesssubsequentto stackingthe tow-

pregshavebeenlistedin TableI.

Testspecimenswerecut attheNASA LewisResearchCenterfrom thelaminatedplates

usinganabrasivewater-jetprocedure.After cuttingandprior to testing,specimenswere

dried for 72 hoursat 121.1°C (250 °F) in a 94.8 Pa (28 in. Hg) vacuum. To minimize

moisture absorption after the drying procedure, specimens were stored in a desiccator until

they were utilized in the test program.

Values for an average glass transition temperature of the matrix (TG) and an average

fiber volume fraction were established based on data obtained from each plate supplied by

GEAE. Six samples were taken from the two 10-ply plates (i.e., three samples from each

plate). Twelve samples were obtained from the four 16-ply plates. A glass transition tem-

perature of 335 °C (635 °F) was obtained through a rheological analysis which was later

verified by thermal mechanical analysis (TMA). The average fiber volume fraction of 0.64

was established through procedures set forth in ASTM Standard D 3171.

2.3 Specimen Design

Two dog-bone specimen configurations were employed in this study. The first dog-bone

configuration, identified as Coupon A, was utilized in tensile tests where the loads were
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TABLE L FABRICATION PROCESS

• 51.7 to 221.1

°F/min.)

Autoclave Temperature Schedule

°C (125 to 430 °F) in 180 rains, at a rate of 0.94 °C/min.

Hold at 221.1 °C (430 °F) for 180 mins.

221.1 to 248.9 °C (430 to 480 °F) in 25 rains, at a rate of 1.1 °C (2 °F/rain.)

Hold at 248.9 °C (480 OF) for 45 rains.

(1.7

248.9 to 315.6 °C (480 to 600 °F) in 60 mins. at a rate of 1.1 °C/rain. (2 °F/rain.)

Hold at 315.6 °C (600°F) for 180 rains.

Cool to 65.6 °C (150 OF) in 120 rains. At a rate of 2.1 °C (3.8 °F/min.)

Vacuum Schedule

10.2 to 87.6 Pa (3 to 5 in Hg) while heating to 148.9 °C (300 °F)

Apply full vacuum at 148.9 °C (300 °F)

Pressure Schedule

Apply 1379 kPa (200 psi) at 243.3 °C (470 °F)

Release pressure during cool down at 204.4 °C (400 °F)

• 23.9 to 246.1 *C (75 to 475

°F/min.)

Post Cure

°F) in 100 rains. At a rate of 2.22 °C/min. (4

246.1 to 287.8 °C (475 to 550 °F) in 150 mins. at a rate of 0.28 *C (0.5 °F/min.)

Hold at 287.8 °C (550 °F) for 300 mins.

287.8 to 315.6 °C (550 to 600 °F) in 100 mins. at a rate of 0.28 °C (0.5 °F/min.)

Hold at 315.6 *C (600 °F) for 600 mins.

315.6 to 204.4 °C (600 to 400 °F) in 50 mins. at a rate of 2.22 °C (4 °F/min.)

Remove from oven and cool at room temperature in desiccator.

v
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increasedmonotonically.Theotherdog-bonespecimen,identifiedasCouponB, wasuti-

lized in monotoniccompressiontestsandin fully reversedfatigue tests.Both dog-bone

specimengeometrieswereflat anduntabbed.A generalschematicof thedog-bonecoupon

is shownin Figure2.1.Dimensionsfor bothdog-boneconfigurationsaregivenin TableII.

As a generalpractice,a minimum width (W2 in Figure 2.1) of 1.91cm (0.75 in.) was

establishedfor bothcouponsto ensurethatenoughof thewovenarchitecturewasencom-

passedin the gagesectionsoasnot to violate thecontinuumassumption.Thedesignfor

CouponA was based on a modified version of a reduced gage section coupon used for high

temperature testing of metal matrix composites (MMCs) and ceramic matrix composites

(CMCs). The original geometry of this reduced gage specimen was developed by Worthem

(1990). All Coupon A specimens were cut from plates with a 10-ply thickness. These thin

coupons were only utilized for the monotonic tensile tests due to specimen buckling (insta-

bility) concerns.

Coupon B was employed for experiments with compressive loads - i.e., either compres-

sive loads that were increased monotonically, or fully reversed tension-compression fatigue

tests. In order to minimize instability under compressive loads all the Coupon B specimens

were fabricated from the 16-ply plates, i.e., the thicker plate. This coupon has a short, un-

supported gage section, and a large grip area. This large grip area allowed load transfer

between the serrated grip surfaces and the untabbed specimens without slipping or crush-

ing. The dimensions of this coupon were optimized in order to:

• minimize the unsupported length between the grips to prevent buckling;

• maximize the unsupported length between grips to allow room for the quartz

lamps (see the following section for a discussion on this issue);

• establish a transition radius which allowed an adequate reduction of area to fa-

cilitate failure within the gage section;

Preliminary monotonic compression tests were conducted using 16-ply specimens. These

preliminary test specimens were rectangular (i.e., not a dog bone geometry) with a
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Figure 2.1 General schematic of specimen geometry.

TABLE IL DIMENSIONS FOR REDUCED GAGE

SECTION SPECIMENS

Dimensions

Length, L1
L2
L3
L4
L5

uadtk Wl
W2

Radius, R

Coupon A
Tensile

specimen

cm(m)
17.78 (7.00)
2.79 (1.10)
4.45 (1.75)
7.49 (2.95)
8.s9 (3.50)
2.16 (0.85)
1.91 (0.75)

36.83 (14.5)

CouponB
Comp.

specimen

cm (in)

15.24 (6.00)
1.91 (0,75)
5.72 (2.25)
6.68 (2.63)
3.81 (1..50)
2.03(o.8o)
1.91 (0.75)

7.19 (2.83)
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15.24 cm (6 in.) length and 1.91 cm (0.75 in.) width. Compression tests were conducted on

the rectangular specimens to establish values for the unsupported length of Coupon B. Strain

gages were positioned on both faces to study the buckling behavior under load. Typical

buckling behavior for the 16-ply rectangular specimens as a function of unsupported lengths

is shown in Figure 2.2. Note that the variation of Strain Gage 2 depicted in Figure 2.2(a)

was due to a slight misalignment of the strain gage in respect to the load axis of the speci-

men. It was concluded from trends such as in Figure 2.2 that an unsupported length 3.81 cm

(1.50 in.) was acceptable for the load ranges employed in this study. The final configuration

accommodated relatively large stress values, and sustained the highest percentage of gage

failures, without exhibiting signs of buckling failure. The transition radius from the grip

area to the gage section reduced the specimen width from 2.03 cm (0.80 in., Wl in Fig-

ure 2.1) in the grips to 1.91 cm (0.75 in., W2 in Figure 2.1) in the gage section while main-

taining a straight sided gage length of 1.91 cm (0.75 in., L2 in Figure 2.1).

In addition to the uniaxial compression specimens used to establish the unsupported

gage length for Coupon B, a second rectangular specimen was utilized to generate bench-

mark data. The data acquired from these rectangular specimens provided information upon

which a comparison could be made with the compression data obtained from the Coupon B

configuration. Here the rectangular specimens were cut from the thinner

10-ply plates and had nominal dimensions of 11.43 x 1.27 cm (4.5 x 0.5 in.). These speci-

mens were tested in the standardized Wyoming Modified Celanese (WMC) compression

test fixture. The WMC fixture was employed for monotonic compression tests at room

temperature. The WMC fixture represents a design improvement relative to the ASTM Stan-

dard D3410 Celanese Compression Test Fixture. The primary improvement involves a new

grip design that allows for variable specimen tab thickness ranging from 0.38 to 0.64 cm

(0.15 to 0.25 in.). The standard ASTM fixture requires a relatively precise specimen tab

thickness of 0.40 + 0.005 cm (0.157 + 0.002 in.). Specimens tested in the WMC fixture

were tabbed using a 0.076 cm (0.03 in.) thick quasi-isotropic glass/epoxy. Therefore, the
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Figure 2.2 Preliminary compressive tests to study buckling as a function of unsupported

length (UL). (a) No apparent buckling. Co) Strain gage behavior indicative &buckling
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overall tab thickness of the specimenutilized for the WMC fixture was 0.483 cm

(0.190in.). The readeris directedto theASTM StandardD3410andtheWyomingTest

FixturesIncorporatedProductCatalogfor furtherdetailsconcerningthefixture.

2.4 Equipment

The test rig utilized for this program is a closed-loop, servo-hydraulic system with a

load capacity of 88.96 kN (20 kip). The system is depicted in Figure 2.3. Specimens were

gripped with hydraulic actuated, water cooled, diamond pattern serrated, wedge grips. A

high resolution linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) was utilized to assure preci-

sion in controlling and monitoring displacement. Typically, a standard +12.7 cm (+5 in.)

range LVDT is used. Here, a high resolution LVDT with a maximum displacement of

+0.508 cm (+0.20 in.) was employed.

Longitudinal strain measurements were obtained using an air cooled extensometer with

a 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) gage length. The extensometer was mounted on the edge of the speci-

men. Contact with the coupon was achieved by using conical end point probes fabricated

from high purity alumina. To prevent the probes from slipping, a small amount of Elmers®

glue was applied to the probe tips for both room temperature and elevated temperature

specimens. The spring force was approximately 2.9 N (0.055 lb). Periodically transverse

strain measurements were made at room temperature. This information was obtained using

commercially available strain gages. The transverse strain gages had gage lengths of

0.635 cm (0.25 in.).

Specimens were heated using high intensity tungsten-filament quartz bulbs

(500 W/bulb). Lamps were positioned on either side of the gage section facing the width of

the specimen. The long axis of the lamps were oriented perpendicular to the loading axis.

Two sets of lamp bodies were constructed for this study. For the monotonic tensile tests

where ample space was available between the grips, larger three bulb bodies were em-

ployed. When using the shorter compressive specimens with 3.81 cm (1.50 in.)
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Figure 2.3 Uniaxialcompositetestsystem.
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betweengrips,smallersinglebulbbodies(500W/bulb)wereutilized.A schematicshowing

thelargebodiedlampsis providedin Figure2.4.Parabolicreflectorsinsidethelampbodies

focusedradiantenergyevenlyoverthespecimen.Thesinglezoneheatingsystemwascon-

trolledbyaself-tuningclosedlooptemperaturecontroller.Adjustablesupportfixturesallowed

thelampbodiesto bemaneuveredindependentof oneanother.This facilitatedthereduction

of temperaturegradientsover the gagesection.The minimal responsetime of thequartz

lampsmadethemwell suitedfor this testprogramandfuture thermomechanicalfatigue

experiments.

An innovativetesttechniquewasdevelopedin this testprogramto obtainaccuratetem-

peraturemeasurements.For conductivematerials,suchasMMCs, thermocouplescanbe

spot-weldeddirectly onto thesurfaceof thespecimento obtainsurfacetemperatures.This

approachwasdiscussedby Castelliet al. (1992).SincePMCsarenotconductive,it wasnot

possibleto includethespecimenin athermocouplecircuit.Thusatechniquewasdeveloped

that essentiallyembedsathermocouplein abeadof material.The beadmaterialmustbe

similar to thenon-conductivetestspecimen.Thebeadwith theembeddedthermocoupleis

thenattachedto thesurfaceof thespecimen.Thebeadedthermocoupleapproachwasadvo-

catedby Butkis (1991) for CMC materials,which arealsonon-conductive.In theButlds

study(whichutilizedquartzlampheating),thetemperatureof thebeadwasassumedto be

equalto thespecimentemperature.Thisassumptionwasnotsubstantiatedwith experimen-

tal dataproducedduring this study.Hereaneffort wasmadeto verify thebeadedthermo-

coupletemperaturewith thespecimentemperature.A descriptionof theconstructionand

calibrationof thethermocoupleset-upensues.

A K-typethermocouplewasembeddedin ablock of PMR15polyimidewhich wasthen

attachedto thecouponusingasmallstainlesssteelclip asshowninFigures2.5and2.6.The

block wasafiberlesscompositionof PMR15sincetheinclusionof conductivecarbonfi-

berswouldhaveinterferedwith thethermocouplecurrent.Theblock wasshapedasacube

with acommonlength,width andheightof 0.254cm (0.10in.).Forthisstudyasingleblock
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Figure 2.6 Close-upedgeview of specimenin testfixture. Shownarethermocouple
blocks,attachmentclips,quartzlamps,andextensometeronoppositeedge.
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thermocouplewasattachedto eachspecimen.Theassumptionherewasthatthelampsuni-

formly heatedthegagesection.By placingtheblockjust outsideof thegagesectionand

employinga relativelysmall clip, theproblemof shadingthe specimenfrom the radiant

heatby theblock andclip wasminimized.

Beforethetestprogramstartedtherewererationalexpectationsthattheblock tempera-

turewouldnotbeequalto thecoupongagetemperature.It wasfelt thatthegeometryand

differingthermalboundaryconditionsbetweentheblock andthespecimenwouldcontrib-

uteto thetemperaturedifferential.Theseexpectationswerebornout. By utilizing calibra-

tion specimenswith five internalthermocoupleslocatedin the centralregionof the gage

section,atemperaturedifferentialwasestablishedbetweentheinternalthermocouplesand

theblock thermocouple.

Twocalibrationspecimengeometrieswerefabricatedthatcorrespondedto thetwodog-

bonespecimendesignsdiscussedpreviously.Thethermocoupleswerepositionedinternally

duringtheprocessingof thecalibrationspecimens.Thefive thermocouplesspannedatotal

lengthof 2.54cm (I in.) along the gagesection,with a 0.635 cm (0.25 in.) spacingin-

between.A linear relationshipbetweeninternalcoupontemperaturesandblock tempera-

tureswasestablishedby checkingvarioustemperaturesandcorrelatingthemeasurements.

At eachstepincreasethelampintensitywasmaintainedfor aperiodof timeto allow ther-

malequilibriumin both theblocksandthespecimens.From thesemeasurements,correla-

tion curvesfor the specificlaminatelay-up and geometrieswere constructed.A typical

curveis depictedin Figure2.5.To verify repeatability,thecalibrationspecimenandblock

wereremovedfrom thegripsandallowedto cool.Thecalibrationspecimenwasthenrein-

stalledanddatawastakenonceagainusingthesametemperaturecycle.Theresultsof this

exerciseshowedlittle variations.Theproceduresfor block correlationandgradientadjust-

mentswereperiodically repeatedduring thetestprogramto demonstrateminimal varia-

tions in testtemperatures.Thereafter,the specimentemperatureswereobtainedfrom the

thermocoupleblock andcorrelationcurve.
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Thecouponswith the internalthermocoupleswerealsousedto establishthepositions

of thequartz lampsin orderto minimize or eliminatetemperaturegradientsin the gage

section.Oncelamp positionswereestablished,themaximumtemperaturewas locatedat

the centerinternal thermocouple.The readingsat the gagesectionboundaries,located

+1.27 cm (+0.50 in.) from center of the specimen, were at most 3 °C (5.4 °F) below the

center line temperature.

2.5 Real-Time Control Software

Both monotonic and fatigue experiments were conducted under computer control. Early

in the test program a conscious decision was made to use load control instead of strain

control. This decision was made due to difficulties alluded to earlier with the extensometer

maintaining contact with the specimen. Debonding of fiber bundles and fiber bundle break-

ing along the coupon edge can easily dislodge the extensometer probes. If the test is con-

ducted in strain control these events can force a premature end to the test. Also, under load

control the definition of failure can be easily defined as the complete fracture of the speci-

men. As noted earlier, an extensometer was utilized in all the tests to record strain informa-

tion, but this information was not used to control the test.

A FORTRAN algorithm was developed as part of this research project to control the

hydraulic system. The main state-of-art attribute of the fatigue software was the ability of

simulating the conditions of one control mode while being in another. For example, tests

were conducted utilizing displacement control between fixed load limits and constant load

rates (any combination of displacement, load, and strain was possible). The difficulty con-

cerning load control of a hydraulic system arises when a specimen fails during compres-

sion. Under load control the system increases hydraulic pressure in an attempt to attain the

specified load. Since the interlocks have a short time delay before activating, this failure

event can damage the equipment located between the grips. The software developed here

prevents this sort of damage from occurring by allowing the fully reversed fatigue tests to
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operateunderconstantloadlimits andconstantloadrates(i.e.,a loadcontrolenvironment)

while maintainingthehydraulicrig indisplacementcontrol.Theadvantageof displacement

control is the fact that the hydraulic rig incrementsthe displacementby a fixed amount

regardlessof the specimenscompliance.If thespecimenfails, the incrementremainscon-

stant.Thehydraulicsystemis therebyoperatingin aclosedloop independentof thespeci-

men.Parametersrelating thecontrol modeof thehydraulic system(displacement)to the

modeto be imitated(load)wereupdatedwith eachcycleto assurethatconstantloadrates

weremaintainedwith changingspecimenproperties.

An ability to periodicallyzerothespecimenloadin orderto conductelastictensileand

compressivemoduli testswasincorporatedinto thefatiguesoftware.Heretheintentwasto

measurethecurrentmoduli asafunctionof accumulatedcycles.Asthecomputeralgorithm

initiated theroutineto collect informationto determinecurrentmoduli values,thecoupon

wasloadedandunloadedthreetimesfor boththetensileandcompressivemoduli tests.The

maximumtensilestressappliedto thetest specimenwhile acquiringthe tensilemodulus

was140MPa(20 ksi). The maximumcompressivestressappliedto thetest specimenin

ordertoobtainthecompressivemoduluswas-140 MPa(-20 ksi).Thesestressvalueswere

chosenso asnot to causefurther damagewhile the currentmoduli were acquired.As

Gyekenyesietal. (1995)pointedout thesestressvalueswereapproximately30percentof

themonotonicstresslevelsneededto inducetransversecracksin asimilar lay-upcomposed

of anAMB21 polyimide resinweavewith equivalentfiber type,contentandlay-up.The

tensilemoduliweredeterminedfor eachof thethreetensilecyclesandanaveragevaluewas

recorded.Similarly,thecompressivemoduliwerecalculatedfor eachof thethreecompres-

siveloadingsandthenaveraged.The moduli solutionsinvolvedfitting a first orderlinear

regressionto the unloadportion of the individual stress-straincurvesin the tensileand

compressiveregimes.Therecordedmoduliwastheslopeof thisregressioncurve.

Stress,strain,anddisplacementdatawereacquiredandarchivedto datafiles.A mini-

mumof 100datapointswerecollectedpercycle.Thesoftwarewasprogrammedto archive
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informationfor thetwo cyclespreviousto thecurrentcycle.This archivewasupdatedfor

eachcycle.Thus,if aspecimenfailedduringthecurrentcycleanarchiveexistedfor the last

two cyclesprior to failure. Theselast two stress-straincyclesprovidedinformation that

allowedthecalculationof the final moduli by post-processing.The tensilemoduluswas

obtainedby calculatingtheslopeof the loadingsegmentof thefatiguestress-straincurve.

This portionof the stress-straincurvewasboundedby 0 and 138MPa(20ksi). Thecom-

pressivemoduluswaspost-processedby obtainingthe slopeof thecompressiveloading

regimeof thefatigue stress-straincurve.This portionwasboundedby 0 and-138 MPa

(-20 ksi).Themaximumstressesusedto calculatethepost-processedmoduli corresponded

to thestressrangeusedto calculatetheelasticmoduliobtainedduringtheperiodicroutines

asdiscussedabove.Gyekenyesiet al. (1995)showedthepost-processedmoduli obtained

from astress-strainfatiguecyclewill havesimilarvalueswhencomparedto measuredelas-

tic moduli obtainedby theaboveprocedure.However,differencescouldarisein somema-

terialsif a largehysteresisoccursduringthefatiguecycle.

2.6 Damage Inspection

Documenting the microstructural damage events as a function of residual life and cur-

rent modulus was a major objective of this test program. Microstructural events of particu-

lar interest were:

• transverse cracks in both the resin rich areas and through the fill bundles,

• debonding of warp and fill bundles from the resin,

° delamination between plies, and

• fracture of fiber bundles.

Inspection techniques utilized included edge view microscopy (in-situ) and destructive

sectioning. The information gathered from these procedures was used to develop a qualita-

tive understanding of the relationship between macroscopic behavior and these microstruc-

tural events.
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Theequipmentfor edgeview microscopyis shownschematicallyin Figure2.4.The

viewingedgeof eachspecimenin this testprogramwaspolishedusing200-gritsandpaper,

followedby sandingwith 400grit, andfinally with 600gritpaper.Realtimeobservationsof

thepolishedspecimenedgewereconductedusingachargedcoupleddevice(CCD) video

camerawith a 135mm lensattachment.Theviewingareaof thegagesection(observedon

avideomonitor)wasapproximately0.5x 0.5cm (0.2x 0.2 in.). Here the lens was located

25 cm (10 in.) from the specimen edge. This view provided enough resolution to observe

significant events, and also provided a large enough viewing area to be representative of the

gage section. The information was recorded and stored using a video cassette recorder (VCR).

The video tape and computer generated cyclic data were correlated through the use of the

VCR's time counter. For tests lasting more than two hours the VCR was programmed to

record the edge view at specified time intervals. Usual settings allowed for approximately

20 to 30 recordings throughout the specimen life with each segment lasting one minute.

Destructive examinations were conducted on specimens obtained from interrupted tests.

Four rectangular pieces were cut from the gage area as shown schematically in Figure 2.7.

A diamond cut-off wheel was used. After mounting and polishing, the cut sections were

viewed at various magnifications ranging from 5 to 1000x. Figure 2.8 displays the sectional

views taken from an untested, undamaged specimen. The four views are labeled to identify

the different components (warp yam, fill yam, and resin) of the composite system. The

views identified in Figures 2.7 and 2.8 are used as a reference in later discussions of results.

2.7 Experimental Procedure

The isothermal monotonic and fatigue experiments were conducted at two tempera-

tures, i.e., 22 °C (72 °F) or room temperature, and 316 °C (600 oF) which will be referred to

as elevated temperature. The elevated temperature was approximately 19 °C (35 oF) below

the dry glass transition temperature, T C. Conditions in the laboratory during all tests were

maintained at 22 °C (72 °F) and 45 percent relative humidity.
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Figure 2.8 Microscopic views of an undamaged specimen at 25x

magnification. (a) View #1, load axis. (b) View #2, edge (equiva-

lent to view #3). (c) View #4, face. See Figure 2.7 for explanation

of views.
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Figure 2.8 Continued.
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Foreachcoupontestedatroomtemperaturepre-testtensileandcompressivemoduli

measurementswere acquired.However,for couponstestedat elevatedtemperatureboth

elevatedtemperaturemoduli androomtemperaturemoduliwererecordedprior to accumu-

lating loadhistory.Specimenstestedat theelevatedtemperaturewereallowedto soakfor

tenminutesbeforemechanicalloadswereapplied.Basedontheprevioustemperaturecali-

brationexperiments,it wasdeterminedthatthiswassufficienttimeto allow the systemto

attainthermalequilibrium.For all testsstrainwaszeroedafter reachingthermalequilib-

rium, henceonly mechanicalstrainswererecorded.Fortestspecimenssubjectedto mono-

tonically increasing load, the elevatedtemperaturewasmaintainedfor approximately

ten minutesduring the test.Bowleset al. (1996) indicatesthat for this type of material

thermo-oxidativedegradationwill notoccurfor theshortexposuretimesusedhere.There-

fore,thebehaviorof thecouponssubjectedto monotonicallyincreasingloadswaspurelya

functionof thetemperaturedependentmechanicalproperties.Monotonictensileandcom-

pressivetestswereduplicatedat leastthreetimesat both room temperatureandelevated

temperaturelSpecimenfailurefor boththemonotonictestsandthefatiguetestswasdefined

ascompletefractureof thespecimeninto distinctly separatepieces.

The monotonictensile testswereconductedin load control usingtestCouponA

(seeTableII). The loadratewas20.7MPa/sec(3 ksi/sec)which resultedin testslasting

approximatelyone minute.Displacementcontrol wasutilized for the monotonicallyin-

creasingcompressiontests.HeretestCouponB (seeTableI) wasemployed.Thedisplace-

ment rate was -0.00254 cm/sec(-0.001 in./sec)with a test durationof approximately

oneminute.Finally, to validatethemonotoniccompressivebehaviorof theCouponB de-

sign, theWMC fixture wasemployedat room temperature.Again, displacementcontrol

wasutilized at arateof -0.00254crn/sec(-0.001 in./sec).

Theisothermalfatigueexperimentswereconductedatmultiplelevelsof maximumstress.

However, the stressratio for all fatigue experimentswas maintained at R a = -1.0

(o',,,in/o',_). The maximum stress values yielded lives of 101 to 106 cycles to failure at both
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testtemperatures.Due to difficulties in maintainingextensometercontactwith thespeci-

menedge,it wasnecessaryto limit the cyclic load frequency to 2 Hz. Therefore, a cyclic

load frequency of 2 Hz was employed with a triangular load wave form. At this rate probe

contact was maintained. All the fatigue specimens were subjected to constant load limits

and constant load rates while utilizing displacement control (see section 2.3 for more dis-

cussion).

2.8 Interrupted Tests

Certain monotonic tests and certain fatigue tests were interrupted in order to ascertain

information concerning microstructural damage, degraded moduli and residual strength.

Selected monotonic tensile and compressive tests were interrupted to obtain sections for

microstructural analysis. The sectioning procedure effectively destroys the specimen. The

destructive examination experiments were stopped at approximately 55 and 90 percent of

the ultimate tensile and compressive strengths. In addition, selected fatigue tests were inter-

rupted to acquire information regarding the relative state of the microstructure as well as

obtaining values for the residual compressive strength. The tests were interrupted based on

the degradation of the tensile and compressive moduli. These moduli were monitored peri-

odically throughout the fatigue test. As was discussed in Chapter I, the moduli degradation

behavior can be classified into several stages. Tests were interrupted based on the moduli

degradations corresponding to these three stages. The control software was programmed to

interrupt a fatigue test when either the compressive or tensile moduli decreased to pre-

defined values. Specific values of moduli degradation are discussed in the next chapter. For

each predetermined interruption point two coupons were obtained. One coupon was se-

lected for destructive examinations while the other was used to obtain the residual com-

pressive strength.
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CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Introduction

This chapter contains experimental results from monotonic strength tests and cyclic

fatigue tests conducted on the PMC material system discussed in the previous chapter. In-

formation pertaining to the uniaxial strength, fatigue life, stiffness reduction and residual

strength were obtained at room temperature and elevated temperature. Results from the

monotonic tensile tests and monotonic compressive tests are discussed first. Following each

of these sections are discussions concerning the microscopic damage mechanisms (trans-

verse cracks, bundle debonds, etc.) and their order of occurrence. An in-depth analysis of

the fully reversed fatigue life data appears after the discussion of the monotonic strength

data. For both room temperature cyclic fatigue data and elevated temperature cyclic fatigue

data, a discussion of macroscopic behavior of the material is followed by details concerning

the microstructural damage mechanisms. This latter discussion contains comparisons of

damage initiation and damage accumulation for both temperature regimes. Then a final

section discussing residual compressive strength is presented.

3.2 Monotonic Tension - Results

The tensile properties of the composite at 22 °C (72 °F, in the discussions that follow
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this is referredto asroomtemperature)and316°C (600°F,in thediscussionsthat follow

this is referredto aselevatedtemperature)arepresentedin TablesIII andIV. Note thatin

thesetablesthe subscriptRT denotesroom temperatureand the subscriptET designates

elevatedtemperature.It shouldbepointedout thatthestressvaluespresentedin thetables

andthroughoutthisdiscussionwerecalculatedbasedon theinitial crosssectionalareasof

the coupons.In addition,a statisticalcomparisonbetweenthe room temperaturetensile

dataobtainedfrom plate1 (10plies)andtheroomtemperaturetensiledataobtainedfrom

plate2 (10plies)wasconductedto checkfor plate-to-platevariations.Notethatspecimens

from plate 1wereidentifiedasP1in TablesIII andIV. Similarly, specimensfrom plate 2

were identifiedwith aP2 designation.Statisticalcomparisonsof the standarddeviations

wereconductedusingtheF-test. Statistical comparisons of the means were conducted us-

ing the t-test. Both the standarddeviations and the means associated with room temperature

properties E, (Y,,lt,and cutt fell within an interval defined by the 95 percent confidence level

for both statistical tests. Thus one is 95 percent confident that the true parameter is con-

tained within this interval. Note that this interval also contains the estimated values for

means and standard deviations. Based on these results, coupons were randomly chosen and

the values reported herein represent pooled averages.

Elevated temperature had only a minimal effect on composite tensile properties

because the tensile behavior of the material was fiber dominated. While the behavior of the

polyimide resin is significantly altered at elevated temperatures, the carbon fibers are gener-

ally unaffected at the test temperatures in this study. Deterioration of the carbon fibers due

to oxidation becomes an issue at temperatures beyond 400 °C (752 °F). To underscore this

issue consider comparisons of the ultimate tensile strengths, ultimate tensile strains, and

elastic moduli at room temperature and elevated temperature. The average ultimate tensile

stress within +1 standard deviation at 22 °C (72 °F) was 855 + 17.0 MPa (124 + 2.46 ksi).

The average ultimate tensile stress within +1 standard deviation at 316 °C (600 °F) was

831 + 14.3 MPa (121 + 2.07 ksi). Thus, the ultimate stress decreased approximately
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TABLE I'H. TENSILE TEST RESULTS FOR 10-PLY

T650-35/PMR15 (0/90) WEAVE AT 22°C (72°F)

Specimen Erda.ST, Eoomp_r,
ID GPa (Msi) GPa (Msi)

76.5 (11. l)P1 19

P1 4

PI 15

P1 30

P1 8
Vl-17

P2 20

P2 16

P2 5

P2 23

P2 19

Average
Stnd Dev

75.2 (10.9)

74.5 (10.8)

74.5 (10.8)

76.5 (11.1)

76.5 (11.1)

76.5 (11.1)

74.5 (10.8)

76.5 (11.1)

77.2 (11.2)

78.6 (11.4)

76.1 (11.0)

1.32 (0.191)

73.1 (10.6)

72.4 (10.5)

72.4 (10.5)

72.4 (10.5)

75.2 (10.9)

74.5 (10.8)

73.1 (10.6)

72.4 (10.5)

73.1 (10.6)

75.2 .(10.9)

76.5 (11.1)

73.8 (lO.7)
1.44 (0.209)

(3r tJmile ulU

MPa (ksi)

869 (126)

841 (122)

862 025)

855 (124)

834 (121)

883 (128)

876 027)

848 (123)

834 (121)

855 (124)

841 (122)

855 (124)

17.o (2.46)

_temile ult,

%

1.18

1.15

1.18

1.18

1.13

1.20

1.18

1.13

1.08

1.10

1.10

1.15

0.0408

TABLE IV. TENSILE TEST RESULTS FOR 10-PLY

T650-35/PMR15 (0/90) WEAVE AT 316°C (600°F)

Specimen
ID

PI 23

P1 11

P1 13

PI 25

Pl 21

P1 22

P1 24

Average
Stnd Dec

F-'umaile RT,

GPa (Msi)

74.5 (I0.8)

76.1 (11.0)

75.2 (10.9)

76.5 (11.I)

 '16.1(11.o)
76.1 (11.0)

76.5 (11.1)

75.8 (11.0)

0.737 (0.107)

E._p R%
GPa (Msi)

72.4 (10.5)

73.1 (10.6)

73.8 (10.7)

74.5 (lO.8)
73.8 (10.7)

73.8 (10:7)

74.5 (10:8)

73.7 00.7)

0.737 (0.107)

73.1 (10.6)

74.5 (10.8)

73.1 (10.6)

74.5 (10.8).r

73.8 (10.7)

74.5 (i0.8)

75.2 (10.9)

74.1 00.7)

0.782(0.113)

E_ ET_
GPa (Msi)

71.o (lO.3)
72.4 (10.5)

71.7 (10.4)

72.4 (10.5)

71.7(1o.4)
71.7 (10.4)

73.1 (10.6)

72. 0 (10.4)
0.673 (0.0976)

O'LemOe utt,

MPa (ksi)

827 (120)

814 (118)
841 022)

821 (ll9)

848 (123)

821 019)

848 (123)

831 (121)

14.3 (2.07)

1.18

1.10

1.15

1.15

1.24

1.18

1.20

1.17

0.0441
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2.8 percent due to elevated temperature. The average ultimate tensile strain within +1 stan-

dard deviation at 22 °C (72 °F) was 1.15 + 0.0408 percent. The average ultimate tensile

strain within +1 standard deviation at 316 °C (600 oF) was 1.17 + 0.0441 percent. Thus, the

ultimate strain increased by 1.7 percent due to the elevated temperature. In addition, the

longitudinal moduli decreased approximately 2.3 percent due to the elevated temperature.

Figure 3.1 displays typical tensile stress versus strain behavior for room temperature condi-

tions. Figure 3.2 displays typical tensile stress versus strain behavior at elevated tempera-

ture. At both temperatures, the composite showed relatively linear behavior with a slight

stiffening as load increased. This increase in stiffness was likely due to the straightening of

misaligned fibers and the locking of bundles at the crimp points along the weave. The curve

becomes jagged prior to failure--a result of cracking events taking place within the gage

area at the onset of failure.

3.3 Monotonic Tension - Microstructural Damage

A generalized schematic identifying various microscopic damage mechanisms for this

composite material is depicted in Figure 1.3. During room temperature tests, transverse

cracks were initiated at approximately 379 MPa (55 ksi), and these cracks continued to

accumulate up to failure. Evidence of this behavior was obtained from the edge view cam-

era and by interrupting monotonic tests at predetermined stress levels. The specimens from

the interrupted tests were subsequently sectioned and viewed under magnification. Figure

3.3 illustrates the accumulated damage characterized by a destructive examination of an

interrupted test at 758 MPa (110 ksi). The cracks appearing in this figure were viewed from

the specimen edge and face (view #2 and view #4 - see Figure 2.7). The transverse crack

counts (normalized with respect to observation length and number of pries) were obtained

at the interrupted stress levels of 379 MPa (55 ksi) and 758 MPa (110 ksi). Crack counts

were only obtained from test specimens that were sectioned. At 379 MPa (55 ksi) the crack

count was 0.5 cracks/cm.ply (1.3 cracks/in..ply) while at 758 MPa (110 ksi) it was
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r/2

MPa ksi

150
1000 -

- 120
800 -

90600 -

400- 60

200- 30

O- 0

0.0

I I I I

Specimen P 1_19

22 °C (72 °F)

, • _ I , , , I , , • L_w_, , I , J____

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

Strain (%)

Figure 3.1 Typical monotonic tensile response of T650-35/PMR15 10-ply, (0/90) weave

at 22°C (72°F).
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MPa ksi

150
1000 -

800 _ 120

600- 90

400 - 60

200 - 30

O-

I I I I

Specimen P 1_23

316 °C (600 OF)

w

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6

0

0.0 2.0

Strain (%)

Figure 3.2 Typical monotonic tensile response of T650-35/PMP.15 10-ply, (0/90) weave

at 316°C (600°F).
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0.5 mm

__J

Load direction

Figure 3.3 Microscopic view of transverse cracks in 22 °C (72

°F) tensile coupon. (a) Edge (view #2) with 25x magnification. (b)

Face view (view #4) with 25x magnification: See Figure 2.7 for

explanation of view angle: Specimen Pl_7.
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14.6cracks/cm-ply(37.1cracks/in..ply).At room temperature the transverse cracks ap-

peared to be uniformly distributed through the width and the thickness.

Warp bundle debonds and interlaminar delaminations were next in the sequence of dam-

age events at room temperature. These events occurred at an approximate stress value of

827 MPa (120 ksi). Debonds and delaminations were initiated near the intersection of the

face and edge of the test specimen (i.e., the comer of the coupon). Stress concentrations in

this region (a result of the Poisson's ratio mismatch between the bundles and resin) were the

probable cause of the debonds. Although the debonds and delaminations appeared to occur

simultaneously, bundle debonds probably occurred fu'st. These debonds then branched to

the resin rich interlaminar area which induced delaminations. Failure occurred shortly there-

after when isolated debonded warp bundles fractured. Figure 3.4 illustrates the sequence of

events for the progressive damage attributed to a bundle debond and interlaminar delamina-

tion. The sequence was observed from the edge view with the video camera. As a final note,

individual fiber fractures within a bundle were not found in any of the room temperature

sectioned views.

A slightly different pattern of microscopic damage was observed at 316 °C (600 °F).

Warp bundle debonds occurred simultaneously with transverse cracks along the edge of the

coupon. These events were first detected via the edge view camera at approximately

414 MPa (60 ksi). Both mechanisms continued to accumulate up to failure. However, in

contrast to room temperature tests there was a relatively low density of transverse cracks

which was most likely the result of increased ductility of the resin at elevated temperature.

Relatively few transverse cracks were detected in the sectioned views taken from speci-

mens at an interrupted stress level of 758 MPa (110 ksi), and none at all were detected at the

lower interrupted stress level of 379 MPa (55 ksi). The transverse crack count at 758 MPa

(110 ksi) was 2.3 cracks/cm.ply (5.8 cracks/in..ply). When observed, the transverse cracks

were homogeneously distributed through the gage section. Figure 3.5 shows a warp bundle

debond viewed from the load axis (view #1 - see Figure 2.7). Again, failure occurred when
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Load I

direction _

Figure 3.4 Progressive damage in 22 °12 (72 °F) tensile specimen as ob-

served using video images of monitored edge view with 15x magnification.

(a) Image taken at 793 MPa (i 15 ksi) before bundle debond and delami-

nation. (b) Debond and delamination at 827 MPa (120 ksi). (c) Failure at

876 MPa (127 ksi): Specimen Pl_17.
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®
Load direction

Figure 3.5 Warped bundle debonds in 316 °C (600 °F) tensile

specimen as observed from the load axis at 25x magnification

(view #1; see Figure 2.7): Specimen Pl_12.
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theisolateddebondedwarpbundlesfailed with increasingstress.Figure 3.6 displaysthe

sequenceof eventsleadingto failurefor progressivedamageat theelevatedtemperature.

Thissequencewasobservedfrom theedgeview camera.

3.4 Monotonic Compression - Results

The uniaxial monotonic compressive results are summarized in Tables V, VI and VII.

Elevated temperature had a more pronounced affect on the compression properties of the

composite. The average ultimate compressive strength within +1 standard deviation at

22 °C (72 OF) was -675 + 5.21 MPa (-97.8 + 0.756 ksi). The average ultimate compressive

strength at 316 °C (600 °F) was -629 + 26.4 MPa (-91.2 + 3.82 ksi). Thus, the ultimate

strength was reduced by 6.7 percent as a result of the elevated temperature. At 22 °C (72 °F)

the ultimate compressive strain within +1 standard deviation was -1.12 + 0.0457 percent.

At 316 °C (600 °F) the ultimate compressive strain was -1.04 + 0.0465 percent. Thus,

elevated temperature caused a 7.1 percent decrease in ultimate strain. Figures 3.7 and 3.8

show typical stress-strain curves for monotonic compression tests at room temperature and

elevated temperature, respectively. The strain gage data (gages applied to both faces) ap-

pearing in Figure 3.7 verified that macroscopic buckling did not occur (see section 2.3 for

an in-depth discussion). At both temperatures nonlinear behavior was observed at the higher

load levels, i.e., the stiffness decreased with increasing load. In contrast to the tensile behav-

ior, the loss in stiffness under compressive loads was probably the result of increasing cur-

vature at the fabric's warp/weft cross-over points.

As noted earlier, Coupon B was used for the compression tests that generated the

information presented above. To validate that Coupon B produced acceptable compressive

strength data, six monotonic compressive tests (see Table VII for data) were conducted at

room temperature utilizing the Wyoming Modified Celanese Fixture. The

average ultimate strength obtained using this fixture was -668 MPa (-96.8 ksi) with a stan-

dard deviation of +46.5 MPa (+6.78 ksi). Test results from the Celanese fixture showed
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Load

direction

V

Figure 3.6 Progressive damage in 316 °C (600 °F) tensile specimen as observed

using video images of monitored edge view with 15x magnification. (a) Image

taken at 345 MPa (50 ksi) before _ansverse Crack bundle debond. (b) Bundle

debond at 414 MPa (60 ksi). (c) Failure at 848 MPa (123 ksi) initiated at

bundle debond: Specimen Pl_21.
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TABLE V. COMPRESSIVE TEST RESULTS FOR 16-PLY

T650-35/PMR15 (0/90) WEAVE AT 22°C (72°10

Specimen Et_u, RT, E_ _T,
1I) GPa (Msi) GPa (Msi)

PC1 1

PC1 6

PC3 30

PC2 8

Average

Stnd Dcv

70.3 (10.2)

77.9 (11.3)

75.2 (10.9)

72.4 (10.5)

74.0 (1o.7)

3.36 (0.488)

64.3 (9.3)

71.0 (10.3) r _

70.3 (10.2)

67.2 (9.8)

68.2 (9.9)

3.07 (0.446).,

-672 (-97.6)

-675 (-97.9)

-669 (-97.0)

-681 (-98.8)

-675 (-97.8)

5.21 (0.756)

-1.09

-1.10

-1.11

-1.19

-1.12

0.0457

TABLE VI. COMPRESSIVE TEST RESULTS FOR 16-PLY

T650-35/PMR15 (0/90) WEAVE AT 316°C (600°F)

Specimen E,_u. st,

ID GPa (Msi)

PC2 29

PC2 18

PC3 26

PC3 31

Avcmf__
Stnd Dev

74.5 (10.8)

71.7 (10.4)

74.5 (10.8)

73.8 (10.7)

73.4 (10.6)

1.28 (o.185)

E_fnp RT,
GPa (Msi)

69,1 (10.0)

67. l (9.7)

69.2 (10.0)

68.8 (10.0)

68.5 (9.9).

0.977 (0.141)

Etemfle ET,

GPa (Msi)

73.4 (10.7)

70.8 (io.3)

73.6 (l0:7)

72.9 (10.6)

72.7 (10,5)

1.28 (0.189)

Eoomp ET,

GPa (Msi)

68.4 (9.9)

66.4 (9.6)

68.9 (10.0)

68.1 (9.9)

68.0 (9.9)
1.08 (0.157)

-63!_ (-91.5).
-623 (-90.3)

-599 (-86.8)

-663 (-96.1)

-629 (-91.2)

26.4 (3.82)

_lb

%

-1.08

-1.05

-0.97

-1.04

- 1.04

0.0465

TABLE VII. COMPRESSIVE TEST RESULTS FOR 10-PLY

T650-35/PMRI5 (0/90) WEAVE USING MODIFIED

CELANESE FIXTURE AT 22°C (72 °)

Specimen

ID

CI

C2

C3

C4

C5
_r

C6

Average
Stnd Dev

O"¢,o_ t,dt,

MPa (ksi)
-693 (-100.6)

-652 (-94.6)

-598 (-86.7)

-703 (-102.0)

-640 (-92.8)

-723 (-104.9)

-668 (-96.9)

46.5 (6:78)
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MPa ksi
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......... Strain Gage 2
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Figure 3.7 Typical monotonic compressive response of T650-35/PMR15 16-ply (0/90)

weave at 22°C (72°F).
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Figure 3.8 Typical monotonic compressive response of T650-35/PMRI5 16-ply (0/90)

weave at 316°C (600°F).
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acceptableagreementwith the CouponB roomtemperaturetest resultsprovidedabove.

This is a strongindicationthatthe dataobtainedusingtheCouponB specimengeometry

wasreproducible.

3.5 Monotonic Compression - Microstructural Damage

At room temperature and elevated temperature, neither the destructive microscopy nor

the edge view monitoring indicated any signs of microstructural damage prior to failure for

monotonic compressive loading. Destructive sectioning was conducted on specimens ex-

posed to stress levels as high as -580 MPa (-84 ksi). By viewing the edges of the specimens

during the compressive tests, it was observed that the failures were instantaneous at both

room and elevated temperatures. At 22 °C (72 °F) failure was likely the result of the simul-

taneous occurrence of massive bundle debonds and bundle buckling. The debonds were

caused by the Poisson's induced out of plane tensile strain. Post-failure inspection indicated

extensive bundle debonding, interlaminar delaminations, and warp bundle buckling. At

316 °C (600 °F), failure was again the likely result of fiber bundle debonds and fiber bundle

buckling. Figure 3.9 displays a typical in-situ edge view at the point of failure for a test

conducted at 316 °C (600 °F). The elevated temperature post-failure analysis showed fewer

delaminations and somewhat more resin shear damage than room temperature analysis. The

shear damage is identified as the large cracks oriented at 45 ° in respect to the load axis.

Typical post-failure stereo micrQscope views of room and elevated temperature specimens

are shown in Figure 3.10. Apparent in the edge views are the massive delaminations and the

fracture of bundles due to buckling.

3.6 Isothermal Fatigue Life - Results

A summary of the isothermal fatigue life behavior is presented in Tables VIII (room

temperature) and IX (elevated temperature). The data from both tables appear in a graphical

format in Figure 3.11. Note that for all the cyclic fatigue data discussed here, the stress
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Load

L__ direction I

Figure 3.9 Monotonic compressive coupon at 316 °C (600 °F) as

observed using video images of monitored edge view with 15x

magnification. (a) Image taken at -593 MPa (-86 ksi); the instant

before failure. (b) Failure at -599 MPa (-87 ksi): Specimen PC3_26.

ir
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Load direction

Figure 3.10 Typical post-failure edge views of compressive

specimens at 7.5x magnification. (a) 22 °C (72 °F): Specimen

PCI_3. (b) 316 °C (600 °F): Specimen PC3_15.
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TABLE VIIL FATIGUE RESULTS FOR T650-35/PMRI5

(0/90) WEAVE AT 22°i_=(72*]_

Specimen
ID

. PC2_I
PC3 32

PC2 30

PC3 17

PC2 24

PC2 6
m

PC3 7

PC3 9

PC2 13

PC2 31

PC2 32

PC2 12

O'IIUIXl

MPa ksi)
483 (70)

414 (60)

379 (55)

379 (55)

379 (55)

345 (50)

345 (50)

345 (50)

310 (45)

310 (45)__.

310 (45)

,1 276 (40),

F-,ten RT mit,

GPa (Msi)

73_0 (10.6)

74.6 (10.8)

69.8 (10.1)

69.9 (10.1)

72.6 (10.5)

71.8(lo.4)
72.1 (10.5)

74.2 (10.8)

74.9 (10.9)

72. I (10.5)

68.1 (9.8)

72.1 (I0.5)

Emml_ RT _fit,

GPa (Msi)

69.7 (10.1)
71.0 (I0.3)

66.3 (9.6)

66.8 (9.7)

69.3 (10.1)

68.7 (10.0)

68.8 (]O.O) r

70.9 (I0:3_

71.8(1o.4)
69.0 (I0.0)
6515(9.5)
68.7 (10.0)

Cycles to

lO0

2426

3552

3721

8429

21804

24254

26884

160423

111245

61231

1367095

TABLE IX. FATIGUE RESULTS FOR T650-35/PMR15

(0/90) WEAVE AT 316°C (600017)

Spec. ff.uLx,

ID MPa (ksi)

PC2 15 379 (55)
PC3 19

PC3 22

PC2_23

PC3 4

PC2 11

PC2_28
PC3 20

PCI 4

PC3 8

PC25

PCI 8

PC2 16

PC1 5

379(55)

379(55)

345 (50)

345 (50)
345 (50)

310(45)
310 (45)

310.(45)
276 (40)

276 (40)

276 (40)

241 (35)

241.(35)

F-qemile ET init,

GPa (Msi)

70.6 (10.2)

67.3 (9.8)

72.6 (10.5)

69.0 (10.0)

71.2 (10..3)

73.9 (10.7)

68.2 (9.9)
68.3 (9_9)

71.3 (10.3)

69.5 (10A)

70.4 (10.2)

72.1 (10.5.)

72.8 (10.6)

69.9 (10.1)

Eoorap ET iait,

GPa (Msi)

67.5(9.8).

64.7 (9.4)

69.3 (10. I)

66.3 (9.6).,

68.3 (9.9)
70.6 (10!2)

65.5 (9.5)
65.7 (9.5)

68.1(9.93
66.6 (9.7).._

67.5 (9.8)

69.0 (10.0)

69.5(1o.1)
67.3 (9.8)

Cycles to

failure, Nf

141

74

259

103

466

492

5678

5140

7858

38164

33930

134100

432943

354440
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Figure 3.11 Stress based isothermal fatigue lifecomparison for T650-35/PMR15 (0/90)

weaves at 22 and 316 °C (72 and 600 OF). Test conditions were R_----1 and Freq.=2 Hz.
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rangeratio wasRo = -1. The data in Figure 3.11 were generated by testing coupons at

constant maximum cyclic stress levels ranging from 276 MPa (40 ksi) to 483 MPa (70 ksi)

for room temperature data, and 241 MPa (35 ksi) to 379 MPa (55 ksi) for elevated tempera-

ture data. As a reference, the monotonic tensile and absolute monotonic compressive data

appear in this figure along the vertical axis. The maximum cyclic stress levels produced

lives ranging from 101 to over 10 6 cycles to failure for the room temperature data, and from

101 to over l0 s cycles to failure for the elevated temperature data. The elevated temperature

data showed a significant reduction in cycles to failure when compared to room temperature

data tested at the same maximum stress level. For example, at the applied maximum stress

of 345 MPa (50 ksi), the specimens exposed to room temperature had an average life 70

times greater than specimens exposed to elevated temperature (i.e., 24,314 versus 353 cycles

to failure, Nf).

The fatigue data in Figure 3.11 are presented with a linear first order regression fit of the

maximum cyclic stress versus log Ny data at each temperature. The standard form for the

fatigue life, i.e.,

O'max = a + b log Nf (3.1)

is used in the regression analysis. The constants at room temperature were a = 574.3 MPa

(83.3 ksi) and b = -51.6 MPa/cycle (-7.5 ksi/cycle). The constants at elevated temperature

were a = 443.3 MPa (64.3 ksi) and b = -35.5 MPa/cycle (-5.1 ksi/cycle). Both temperatures

displayed relatively steep slopes (see Figure 3.11). This is in contrast with typical tension-

tension fatigue data for composites where the life curves are relatively flat and exhibit lim-

ited temperature dependence. This contrasting behavior is due to the increased influence of

the resin during fully reversed fatigue. To underscore the issue that the resin plays a signifi-

cant role in fatigue life for reversed loads, note that the final fracture event always occurred

during the compressive portion of the cycle. This phenomenon is discussed in more detail in

Section 3.8.
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3. 7 Elastic Moduli Degradation - Results

When subjected to the fully reversed cyclic fatigue, the macroscopic material re-

sponse of the composite system changed constantly due to various microscopic damage

mechanisms. Thus, macroscopic properties such as stiffness and residual compressive strength

noticeably declined with accumulated cycles. Note that the constant change in residual

compressive strength contrasts the reported behavior for residual tensile strength found in

the literature for various composite systems. However, this section focuses on moduli deg-

radation and compares the strain accumulation along with moduli degradation at the vari-

ous maximum cyclic stress levels and temperatures. In the following section the initiation

and progression of the different damage mechanisms which induced the degradation in both

these engineering properties are presented. The residual compressive strength and its rela-

tionship with the current compressive modulus is discussed in the final two sections of this

chapter.

Stress-strain curves at different accumulated fatigue cycles for both room and elevated

temperatures are presented in Figures 3.12 and 3.13, respectively. These curves illustrate

the progressive changes in deformation behavior up to the cycle prior to failure. Increased

strain accumulations and moduli degradations are evident in both figures. Hysteresis was

apparent at all stress levels, at both temperatures, and from the first cycle to the last. Hyster-

esis loops occurred even when there were no signs of observable damage or property degra-

dation. However, hysteresis was not evident in the stress-strain curves obtained from the

elastic moduli tests. The elastic moduli tests were conducted in the following manner. At

predetermined intervals, the fatigue tests were suspended and the test specimen was un-

loaded. The current elastic moduli (tensile and compressive) of the specimen as a function

of accumulated cycles were then obtained by applying relatively mild maximum stress lev-

els of +138 MPa (+20 ksi) (for more information concerning the periodic elastic moduli

tests, the reader is advised to consult Section 2.5 of the previous chapter). Thus, at some

cyclic stress level between 138 MPa (20 ksi) and 241 MPa (35 ksi) mechanisms leading to
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Figure 3.12 Fatigue deformation response of T650-35/PMP,15 16-ply (0/90) weave at

22°C (72°F): cr,,,_ = 379 MPa (55 ksi).
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Figure 3.13 Fatigue deformation response of T650-35/PMR15 16-ply (0/90) weave at

316°C (600°F): cr,,_ = 276 MPa (40 ksi).
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the observedhysteresiswereinitiated. It is presumedthat during the tensileportionof a

loadcycle a lockingmechanismoccurredat the bundlecrimp points.This locking effect

wasreversedundercompressiveloads,which in turn increasedthecurvatureatthebundle

cross-overpoints.It is surmisedthat non-observabledamage,suchasmicrocracksat the

crimp pointsandinelasticdeformationof theresinwerelikely occurringallowingthelock-

ing mechanismto relax.

Fatiguestrainbehaviorandmodulidegradationasafunctionof accumulatedcyclesare

displayedin Figures3.14to3.18.Datafor botharepresentedfor completeness.Theplotsin

Figures3.14 (roomtemperature)and3.15(elevatedtemperature)showthemaximumand

minimum strainasa functionof accumulatedcycles.Also, the strainvalueat zerostress

(i.e.,permanentoffsetstrain)is shownin both figures.Thestrainatzerostresswasplotted

in orderto indicatethepresenceof strainratcheting.Thestrainvalueappearingin thefig-

ureswasobtainedbyaveragingthestrainatzerostressduring loadingandthestrainatzero

stressduringunloading.As seenin both figures,theaveragestrainat zerostresswascon-

stantthroughoutthefatiguefife. Thus,strainratchetingdid not occur.However,this is not

unusualfor afully reversedcycleloadregimewherethemeanstressis zero.

Figure 3.16showsa typical comparisonbetweenthe roomtemperatureandelevated

temperaturecompressivemoduli (normalizedwith respectto the initial stiffness)for an

equivalentmaximumcyclic stresslevel.Noticethatthenormalizedmoduli degradeatthe

samerate,but the coupontestedat 316 °C (600 OF)failed muchearlier thanthe coupon

testedatroomtemperature.Thisartifactis incorporatedinto theanalyticalmodeldiscussed

in thenextchapter.

Thethreestagebehaviorof modulusdegradationalludedto in ChapterI is apparentin

Figures3.16to 3.18.TheIn'stdamagestage(seeFigure3.16)occurredduringtheinitial 1

percentof fife.Thiswasfollowedby alinearsecondstage(constantdegradationrate)which

constitutedthemajority of fife. Thesecondstagewasquite pronouncedfor both theroom

temperaturedata(Figure3.17)andtheelevatedtemperaturedata(Figure3.18).As failure
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Figure 3.14 Fatigue strain behavior of T650-35/PMP.15 (0/90) at 22°C (72°F):

cr,,_ = 379 MPa (55 ksi)
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Figure 3.15 Fatigue strain behavior of T650-35/PMRI5 (0/90) at 316°C (600°F)
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approached,adramaticincreasein thedamagerateoccurred.This increasedrateof damage

wasreflectedin the suddenlossof moduli prior to failure. Note that similar degradation

rateswereobservedfor both tensileandcompressivemoduli.This indicatedanequivalent

sensitivityof stiffnessto thevariousmicroscopicdamagemechanismsin eitherloaddirec-

tion.Thusfor thesakeof brevity,eventhoughdatawascollectedonthedegradationof both

tensileandcompressivemoduli thedescriptionof stiffnessdegradationfrom thispoint for-

ward will belimited to thecompressivemodulus.Notethediscussionfocuseson thecom-

pressivemodulusbecausefailure alwaysoccurredduringthe compressivesegmentof the

cycle.

Figure 3.19depictsroomtemperaturedatafor compressivestiffness(normalized

with respectto the initial stiffness)versusaccumulatedcycles (normalizedin respectto

cyclesto failure,Nz) for three specimens at a single maximum cyclic stress level of 379 MPa

(55 ksi). From the data presented in this figure, it is easily seen that normalized moduli as a

function of normalized accumulated cycles is consistent from specimen to specimen, at a

given temperature and stress level. Figure 3.20 depicts the average Stage II room tempera-

ture modulus degradation behavior at three stress levels as a function of accumulated cycles.

The multiple curves were obtained by fitting a first order linear regression curve to the

Stage II data obtained from three specimens tested at a particular maximum stress level. For

example, at a,_ = 379 MPa (55 ksi) a regression curve was obtained from the Stage II data

appearing in Figure 3.19. The average accumulated cycles were achieved by multiplying

each specimen's normalized life by the average life of the three. It is clear from Figure 3.20

that the rate of degradation of the normalized stiffness as a function of accumulated cycles

is dependent on the applied maximum cyclic stress at room temperature.

Figure 3.21 displays the normalized degradation data for three specimens at 316 °C

(600 °F) with an applied maximum cyclic stress of 310 MPa (45 ksi). Modulus degradation

behavior similar to room temperature data was seen at each of the maximum applied cyclic

stress levels at this temperature. Again, Stage II dominated the life of the coupons. However,
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theslopeof the linearsegmentswererelativelyshallowin comparisonto theroomtempera-

turedata.Also, notein Figure3.21that aslight increasewasobservedin somespecimens

duringtheearlysegmentsof fife.Boththeoccasionalearlyincreaseandtherelativelyshal-

low StageII werelikely influencedby anincreasein resinstiffnessdueto cross-linkingof

theresinmoleculesatelevatedtemperature.Thereaderis directedto Bowleset al. (1996)

for further discussionson this issue.A figure showingelevatedtemperaturecompressive

elasticmoduluscurvesasa functionof accumulatedcycles(similar to theroomtempera-

ture dataof Figure 3.20)at variousmaximum cyclic stressesis not shown.This figure

wouldappearextremelyclutteredsincetheshallowslopesof eachof thecurvesproducedat

thevariousmaximumcyclic stresslevelswould tendto overlaponecurveupontheother.

3.8 Isothermal Fatigue - Microstructural Damage

The observations of microstructural damage for both room temperature and

elevated temperature are presented in this section. Certain maximum cyclic stress levels

were selected for the interrupted tests. Specimens cycled at these stress levels were also

subjected to the destructive examinations. For room temperature fatigue tests the pre-

selected stress levels were 379.2 MPa (55 ksi) and 310.3 MPa (45 ksi). These stress levels

corresponded to fatigue fives of 103 and 105, respectively. At these stress levels, tests were

interrupted at cycles that corresponded to approximately 1, 5, and 10 percent degradation of

the initial compressive modulus, E o. Table X presents a representative summary of the mi-

croscopic damage sequence at 22 °C (72 °F). This sequence at room temperature was docu-

mented by both the in-situ edge view and the destructive examinations. Comparisons be-

tween the two cyclic stress levels at room temperature showed identical damage mecha-

nisms. Therefore, micrographs in the following discussion are based only on the observa-

tions from the 379 MPa (55 ksi) maximum cyclic stress level.

At a 1 percent stiffness loss (208 cycles), a few transverse cracks were visible from the

edge view in Figure 3.22 (view #2 - Figure 2.7). The transverse crack count was
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TABLE X. FATIGUE DAMAGE SEQUENCE FOR

T650-35/PMRI5 (0/90) WEAVE AT 22°C (72°F)

*Normaliz_

compressive
modulus,

E/Eo

1.0

0.93

0.86

0.83

*Fraction

of life,

N/Nf

0.00

0.50

0.80

0.93

Damage
event

Transverse
cracks

Bundle

debonds

Interlaminar

delaminations

Bundle

fractures

* Values taken at point of damage inifiaton.

Description

Transverse cracks occurred during the initial cycles

and multiplied until saturation at 0.94Eo (0.5N_). The

cracks were equally distributed through the width and
thickness.

Bundle debonds occurred after saturation of the

transverse cracks. The.so events initiated and

multiplied along specimen edges and continued to

expand up to failure.
Delaminations initiated from the transverse cracks

and bundle debonds. Outer plies dclaminated first

followed by the inner plies. A few individual fiber
fractures were seen at the transverse crack tips.

Bundle fracture due to buckling occurred first in the

isolated debonded bundles along the edges of the

coupon. Increased frequency of interior delaminations
and interior bundle fractures resulted as failure

approached. At this point a drastic increase in

damage rate (i.e. stiffness loss) occurred. The

specimen failed due to massive bundle debonds and

bundle buckling in the remaining intact plies.
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Load direction

Figure 3.22 Edge view of transverse cracks as ob-

served by microstructural examination of 22 °C

(72 °F) specimen with 1% stiffness reduction (view

#2; see Figure 2.7): 25x magnification: O'max = 379

MPa (55 ksi); Ninterrupt = 208; Specimen PC3_10.
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0.9cracks/cm.ply(2.2cracks/in..ply).Nootherformsof damagewereapparentatthispoint

in the fatiguelife of the composite.Figure 3.23displaystheedgeview (view #2) for a

specimenwitha5percentstiffnessloss(3120cycles).Thetransversecrackcountincreased

to 15.9cracks/cm.ply(40.5cracks/in.-ply).In Figure 3.24,warp bundledebondsat the

intersectionof thespecimen'sedgeandthe transversecracktips wereevident.Thetrans-

versecrackshadahomogeneousdistributionthroughoutthethicknessandwidth.

At an11percentstiffnessreduction,thebundledebondspropagatedandcoalesced

into interlaminar delaminationsas is shownin Figure 3.25. Note the couponhad an

11percentstiffnessreductionasopposedto 10percentstiffnessreductiondueto thefact

thattheelasticmoduli testswereconductedatdefined intervalsasexplainedin ChapterII.

Therefore,thefatiguetestswereinterruptedonlyafterthelatestelasticmoduliresultsachieved

thepredeterminedreductionin stiffness.Thedebondswereconcentratedalongthefaceand

edgeof thecouponsandexpandedthroughthethickness.Thedarkshadedareasindicated

in thephoto arepolishingartifactswhichare likely theresultof loose,damagedmaterial

that was removedby the polishingcloth.Also, dueto thelack of color in thephotosthe

epoxyusedto mountthesectionedviewshasthesameshadeasthePMR15of thecompos-

ite. Although thereis anobviousdifferencein thecolor whenviewedthroughthemicro-

scope,thecontrastis lost in the black-and-whiteimagespresentedhere.At this level of

damageaccumulation,the transversecrackcount was 15.1cracks/cm.ply(38.5cracks/

in..ply).Becausethecountdid not increasein comparisonto thecrackcountat 5 percent

stiffnessloss,it is likely thata saturationlevel wasachieved.The delaminationof thetop

ply canalsobeseenin thisfigure.Theseexaminationsclearlyindicatedthatdelaminations

grewply by ply throughthethicknessuntil final failure occurred.Although fracturesof

warpbundleswerenot yet seenat this point, a limited amount of individual fiber breaks

were observed at the transverse crack tips. This phenomenon is indicated in the face view of

Figure 3.26 (view #4 - see Figure 2.7). This view was obtained by polishing the face of the

specimen until the tip of the transverse crack was seen. Figure 3.27 depicts the progressive
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0.5 mm =

Load direction

Figure 3.23 Edge view of transverse cracks as ob-

served by microstructural examination of 22 °C

(72 °F) specimen with 5% stiffness reduction (view

#2; see Figure 2.7): 25x magnification; O'm_ = 379

MPa (55 ksi); Ninterrupt = 3120; Specimen PC2_IO.
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Figure 3.24 Edge view of transverse crack tip and initiation of

bundle debond as observed by microstructural examination of

22 °C (72 °F) specimen with 5% stiffness reduction. (view #2;

see Figure 2.7): 500x magnification; O'max = 379 MPa (55 ksi);

Ninterrup t = 3120; Specimen PC2_10.
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0.5 mm _

Load direction

Figure 3.25 Edge view of transverse cracks and

interply delamination as observed by microstructural

examination of 22 °C (72 °F) specimen with 11%

stiffness reduction. (view #2; see Figure 2.7): 25x

magnification: O'maz = 379 MPa (55 ksi); Ninterrup t =

3010; Specimen PC3_25.
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Load I

direction

Figure 3.26 Transverse cracks as observed from the polished face of a 22 °C

(72 °F) specimen with 11% stiffness reduction. (view #4; see Figure 2.7): (a)

25x magnification. (b) Showing fiber breaks at 500x magnification: tYmax =

379 MPa (55 ksi); Ninterrup t = 3010; Specimen PC3_25.
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b 0.5 mm

Load I

direction

Figure 3.27 Damage progression as observed by in-situ edge view of

22 °C (72 °F) specimen at 15x magnification. (a) Delamination at cycle

1800. (b) Inward growth of delamination and buckling of isolated bundle

at cycle 2300. (c) Failure in compression due to massive bundle debonding

and buckling: trmax = 414 MPa (60 ksi); Specimen PC3_32; Nf= 2426.
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Figure 3.27 Continued.
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growth of damagein a room temperaturefatigue coupon.In this figure a successionof

micrographsdepictthe inward (i.e., into thethickness)growth of delaminations,tow fail-

uresof exteriorwarpbundlesduetobuckling,andfinal failure.Final fracturewastheresult

of massivedebondsanddelaminationsin the intact interior plies.A post failure view is

displayedin Figure3.28.Throughoutthe life of the roomtemperaturecouponthe trans-

versecrackcountsshowedequivalentdistributionfor both thenearedgeand theinterior

transverseviews(views#2 and#3 - Figure2.7).

At 316 °C (600°F), thedestructiveexaminationwasconductedat the maximum

appliedcyclic stressof 275.8MPa(40ksi). This appliedcyclic stressyieldedlives of ap-

proximately 104 cycles. Table XI displays a summary of the damagesequenceat

316°C (600°F) asdocumentedbyboth thein-situedgeview andthedestructiveexamina-

tions.Thevaluesin thetablereflectaveragedresults.

Nomicroscopicdamagewasobservedinanyof thesectionedviewstakenat a1percent

stiffnessreduction(100cycles).However,thein-situedgeviewshowedinitial bundledebonds

andbreaksoccurredalongtheedgeandface.Thebundledebondsoccurredwithin thefirst

fewcyclesandprogresseduntil failure.Thedamagelevel (i.e.,the1percentdecreasein the

normalizedstiffness)wasmaintaineduntil a sufficientnumberof transversecracksaccu-

mulated.The transversecrackspenetratedapproximatelyoneor two bundlewidths from

theedge.Figure3.29displaysthepenetrationdepthof thetransversecracksasseenfrom

thefaceof sectionedspecimentakenata 5percentstiffnessreduction.At thiscurrentstiff-

nessthe crackcountat the edge(view #2) was5.9 cracks/cm.ply(15.0 cracks/in..ply),

while the interiorof thespecimen(view#3) showednodamage.

Interlaminardelaminationsfirst appeared in the edge view when the composite reached

a 4 percent stiffness reduction. Figure 3.30 depicts the warp bundle debonds along the face

and edge (longitudinal load axis - view #1) of a sectioned specimen with a 5 perecnt stiff-

ness loss. The final damage mechanisms, initiated at 5 percent stiffness reduction, were

interply delaminations. At this point an increased rate of bundle fractures were occurring
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Load direction

Figure 3.28 Post failure view of 22 °C (72 °F) specimen at

7.5x magnification. Specimen PC3_32.
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TABLE XL FATIGUE DAMAGE SEQUENCE FOR

T650-35/PMRI5 (0/90) WEAVE AT 316°C (6000F)

*Normalized
compressive

modulus,
_Eo
0.99

0,99

*Fraction

of life,
N/]qf

0.34

0.42

Damage
event

Ikbonds

Bundle
breaks

0.98 0.88 Transverse

cracks

0.96 0.9O Interlaminar
delaminations

* Values taken at point of damage initiation.

Description

Bundle debonds'_ln¢[buckles occurred alongthe edge

and the face without much penetration in to the
interior of the specimen.The events were caused by
edge effects and temperature. Because only the
surface bundles were a_ccted, modulus was

minimally influenced.
The debonded bundles fra_ due to buckling, but
only along the edge and the face. Again, modulus was

relatively unaffected.
Transverse cracks were apparent, although at much
higher concentrations closer to the edge.

Delaminations were initiated at the outermost layer.
Progressive delaminations continued inward until
specimen fracture due to a combination of massive
bundle debonding and resin shear failure of

remaining intact pl!es.
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Load I

direction _

Figure 3.29 Face view showing penetration of transverse cracks as observed

by microstructural examination of 316 °C (600 °F) specimen with 5% stiffness

reduction. (view #4; see Figure 2.7): 25x magnification; _max = 276 MPa

(40 ksi); Ninterrupt = 130000; Specimen PC4_4.
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F Warp bundle debond --,
/

®
Load direction

Figure 3.30 Bundle debonds along the face and edge at 25x magni-

fication as seen from longitudinal loading axis (view #1) obtained

from microstructural examination of 316 °C (600 °F) specimen with

5% stiffness reduction: O'ma x ----276 MPa (40 ksi); Ninterrup t = 130000;

Specimen PC4__4.
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dueto bucklingof the isolatedbundles.All of thesemechanismsinitiated alongtheedge

andfaceandthenproceededto propagatetowardsthemidplaneof the laminate.This indi-

catedthe start of StageIII (i.e., the drasticincreasein degradationrate)behaviorof the

moduluscurve.Failureoccurredwhentheout-of-planestrainin theremainingintactplies

causedmassivedebonding,delaminations,andbundlebuckles.Figure3.31showsthese-

quenceof eventsleadingto failure observedby the in-situ edgeview video.The above

failuremechanismsaredepictedin thepostfailure view presentedin Figure3.32.

3.9 Edge Effects

Because delaminations were observed in the woven coupons at both temperatures, the

issue of out of plane stresses as a result of free edge effects needs to be discussed. The

majority of the references in the following discussion are concerned with non-

woven laminates. An attempt is made to use the available data for non-woven tape lami-

nates to compliment the limited amount of data in the literature pertaining to edge effects in

2-D woven laminates. In such a way, a reasonable explanation can be put forth concerning

the influence of edge effects on the initiation and progression of microscopic damage in

woven coupons.

A boundary layer exists near the free edges of multidirectional tape (nonwoven) lami-

nates where the state of stress may be three-dimensional. There are two mechanisms which

induce the complex stress states at the free edges of these tape laminates. The first involves

interlaminar stress transfer (as in the case of +0 angle-ply tape laminates) while the second

mechanism entails the Poisson's mismatch of laminae (as in a (0/90) tape lay-up). The

important feature of the of the angle plies is the mismatch of the shear coupling coefficients

between the +0 layers. Classical laminate theory (pertaining to tape laminates) shows this

mismatch to induce shear stresses opposite in sign in each of the +0 layers. Kedward and

Whitney (1990) eloquently reassured that at free edges the shear stresses cannot exist. Thus,

near free edges of the plies, shear strains are compensated for by the interlaminar shear
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and fracture

a
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directionb

Figure 3.31 Damage progression as observed by in-situ edge view of

316 °C (600 °F) specimen at 15x magnification. (a) Warp bundle debond

and fracture due to buckling at cycle 3200. (b) Interply delamination and

inward growth of debonds at cycle 7200. (c) Failure due to massive bundle

debonding and buckling: Crmax = 310 MPa (45 ksi); Specimen PC1_4;

Nf = 7858.
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Figure 3.31 Continued.
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Load direction

Figure 3.32 Post failure view of 316 °C (600 °F) specimen

at 7.5x magnification: Specimen PC3_20.
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stresses,"rxz,which can be relatively large (refer to Figure 1.2 for explanation of coordinate

system).

The second mechanism which induces complex stresses at free edges is due to the mis-

match in the Poisson's ratios as in the case of the 0 ° and 90 ° layers in cross-ply tape lami-

nates. This mismatch in Poisson's ratios leads to equal but opposite signs for the transverse

stresses. As is the case for the shear stress in the angle-ply laminates, these transverse stresses

cannot exist at free edges of the 0/90 bi-directional tape laminate. As a free edge is ap-

proached, these stresses are compensated for by interlaminar shear stresses, "ryz, and

interlaminar normal stresses, o"z, at the interface between the 0 ° and 90 ° layers. In addition,

Rybicki (1971) showed the interlaminar normal stress, trz, is singular at the edge. Therefore,

the interlaminar normal stress can produce delamination along the 0/90 interface. Finally,

the width of the edge effect boundary layer in tape laminates is a function of the elastic

properties of the laminae, the laminae fiber orientation, and laminate geometry. Pipes and

Pagano (1970) proposed a simple rule of thumb stating that the boundary layer is equal to

the laminate thickness.

For a balanced (0/90) weave, the material properties are equivalent in the longitudinal

and transverse directions in each individual ply. As is the case for unidirectional tapes, the

interlaminar edge effects are minimized in (0/90) weaves because of the equivalence in the

shear coupling terms and the equivalent Poisson's ratios of each individual ply. While edge

effects as discussed above are not an issue in (0/90) weaves, the material could experience

interlaminar stresses as a result of the weave pattern of the single laminae. For satin weaves,

each individual laminae is antisymmetric about the mid-plane. This is due to the fact that

the majority of fibers on one side are composed of warp fibers while on the other side the

majority of fibers are weft fibers. This asymmetry can cause warping and interlaminar stresses

if the plies are fabricated using relatively low stiffness fibers (e.g., glass or aramid). Naik et

al. (1991) attributed delaminations in (0/90) weaves to the interlaminar stresses resulting

from this asymmetry. However, Bishop (1989) as well as Mitrovic and Carman (1996) stated
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thatin laminatesfabricatedwith stiff carbonfibers,warpingdueto unbalancedlaminaeis

hardlydetectablebecausethe fibersareso muchstiffer than the resin.In this case,it is

doubtfulthatwarpingcontributesto interlaminarstressesanddelaminations.

Thewovenlaminatesutilized in thiseffortwerefabricatedin ananti-symmetricfashion

aboutthelaminatemidplane.Thisentailedhaving8-pliesof warpdirectionononesideof

themidplane,and8-pliesof weftdirectionon theother.If delaminationswereto occurasa

resultof warpinginducedinterlaminarstresses,it wouldoccuratthemidplane.Experimen-

tal observationsindicatedthatintedaminardelaminationsinitiatedin theoutsidepliesfirst.

Theseeventswere assumedto be theresult of crackbranchinginitiating from debonded

bundles,andnotcausedby warpinducedinterlaminarstresses.

3.10 Residual Compressive Strength

The dependence of strength on damage was studied by interrupting fatigue tests at vari-

ous stages of degradation and conducting residual compressive strength tests at the corre-

sponding temperature. As was discussed in Chapter I, the elastic modulus can be employed

as a quantitative measure of damage. Here, the cyclic tests were stopped when a predefined

level of stiffness reduction was achieved. For coupons tested at 22 °C (72 °F) damage was

induced by cycling at the maximum stress of 310 MPa (45 ksi). To induce damage at 316 °C

(600 °F) the coupons were cycled at a maximum stress of 276 MPa (40 ksi). The interrup-

tions were at approximately the same points of damage as the sectioned coupons discussed

earlier in this chapter (i.e., approximately 1, 5, and 10 percent stiffness reduction).

Table XII summarizes the results for the residual compressive tests, while Figures 3.33 and

3.34 display the monotonic compressive deformation behavior. Room temperature speci-

mens appeared to be more tolerant of damage quantified by stiffness degradation. Figure

3.35 shows the normalized residual compressive strength as a function of the normalized

compressive modulus. Indicated in the figure is the fact that even a small amount of damage

caused a significant reduction in strength at elevated temperature. For example, the damage
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TABLE XIL RESIDUAL COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

RESULTS FOR T650-35/PMRI5 (0/90) WEAVE

AT 22°C (72°F) AND 316°C (600°F)

Specimen
ID

PC2_20

PC3 1

PC3_16
PC3 12

PC2 3
m

PC2 27

Temperature

°c(_°F)
22°c(72oF)
22°C (72°F)

22oc(72o_
316°C (600°F)

316°c (6oooD

316°C (600°F)

GPa (Msi)

66.3 (9.6)

70.5 (10.2)

70.00o.2)
66.4(9.6)
65.6 (9.5)

67.2 (9.7)

Damage
E/Eo

0.98

0.95

0,89

0.98

0.95

0.89

O'eamp. ult,

MPa _r,si)

-648 (-94)

-627 (-91)

-476 (-69)

-462 (-67)

-441 (-6.4)

-365 (-53)

'1'* O'mJOm/t

0.95

0.93

1.14

1.04

0.860.72

0.74 0.75

0.71 0.80

0.59 0.75

*Initial compressive modulus obtained at test temperature.

**Initial and residual strengths were obtained at corresponding fatigue temperature.
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Figure 3.33 Residual compressive strength behavior for three damage levels. Fatigue and

residual strength tests conducted at 22°C (72°F): Fatigued at cr,,_= 310 MPa (45 ksi).
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Figure 3.34 Residual compressive strength behavior for three damage levels. Fatigue and

residual strength tests conducted at 316°C (600°F): Fatigued at cr,,_= 276 MPa (40 ksi).
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Figure 3.35 Residual compressive strength behavior as a function of damage (i.e.,

modulus degradation).
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which induceda 1percentlossin stiffnesscauseda25percentreductionin residualcom-

pressivestrength.For theroomtemperaturecase,a relativelylargeamountof damage,on

theorderof a 10percentstiffnessdegradation,wasrequiredto reducetheresidualstrength

by 25 percent.As afinal note,theresidualstrengthcurveof Figure3.35suggestsa three

stagepatternsimilar to thatof themodulusdegradationcurves.However,thereis insuffi-

cientdatato makea conclusivestatement.Futurework that includesmoreresidualcom-

pressivestrenghtdatais indicated.

3.11 Microstructural Damage During Residual Compressive Strength Tests

The last topic to be discussed are the microscopic damage mechanisms observed during

the residual compressive strength tests. As was the case for the undamaged specimens used

in the monotonic compression tests reported on in Section 3.5, failure was instantaneous at

both test temperatures. No growth of the initial microstructural damage state was observed

prior to failure. Therefore, the edge views were similar to the undamaged specimens de-

scribed in Section 3.5. Again, monotonic compressive failure at both temperatures appeared

to be caused by massive bundle debonds and bundle buckling due to out of plane strains.

Figure 3.36 depicts the failure sequence of a residual compressive strength specimen with

an initial damage state represented by an 11 percent stiffness reduction induced by the

fatigue cycling. The 22 °C (72 °F) specimen contained an interlaminar delamination prior

to the monotonic compressive test as a result of the cyclic fatigue. The post failure edge

views were identical to the figures of Section 3.5.
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Figure 3.36 Residual compression strength coupon at 22 °C (72 °F) as ob-

served using video images of monitored edge view with 15x magnification.

Initial damage state included a delamination induced by the fatigue test. (a)

Image taken at -462 MPa (-67 ksi) right before failure. (b) Failure at -483

MPa (-70 ksi): Damage = 0.89Eo; Specimen PC3_16c.
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CHAPTER IV

DAMAGE MODEL AND LIFE PREDICTION

4.1 Introduction

As discussed in the Chapter III, the basic damage mechanisms which occurred in the

two dimensional woven PMC studied here are transverse cracks, bundle debonds, interlaminar

delamination, buckling of the fiber bundles and fiber bundle breaks. Each mode of damage

tended to spread until the material was saturated with damage, thus reaching the fatigue

limit for the specimen. To assess the fatigue life of a component the design engineer must

have a means to comprehensively predict the evolution of the aforementioned damage mecha-

nisms as a result of cyclic loads. Ye (1989) stated that the ultimate accuracy and success of

modeling damage accumulation in a composite material depends greatly on understanding

the microscopic mechanisms that produce damage and affect the strength and life of the

material. However, constructing life prediction models that account for every microstruc-

tural mechanism has not been a successful endeavor for researchers in the past. Even for

simple geometries (e.g., unidirectional tapes) subjected to uniaxial loading the evolution of

microscopic damage is complex and this leads to computationally intensive models. Mod-

els that account for microscopic damage must also account for the microstructure of a com-

posite. Characterizing the properties of the individual constituents of a composite is

not trivial. Interface properties are especially difficult to quantify. The majority of
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microstructuralmodelsatthispoint in timeignorethecontributionof theinterfacebetween

thefiber andtheresin,eventhoughit is understoodthatthe interfaceis aninitiation point

for manytypesof damage.Add to this thecomplexitiesassociatedwith wovenarchitectures

andalternativeapproachesto modelingatthemicrostructurallevelbecomeveryappealing.

Historicallyphenomenologicalcharacterizationof damageevolutionhasbeensuccess-

ful becausethesemodelsfocusattentionondesignfeaturesimportantto theengineer.In

effect, themicrostructureis homogenizedandaccountedfor macroscopicallyby tracking

specificengineeringproperties.Thesemodelstend to be embodiedin designcodesand

standardswell aheadof microstructuralmodels.In the absenceof ageneraltheory to de-

scribethecomplexevolution of the microstructural fatigue damage in composites, a phe-

nomenological approach to modeling was adopted here. This phenomenological model quan-

titatively measures the degree of damage by establishing a functional relationship between

physical properties of the composite and the damage state of the laminate.

The two macroscopic properties most often utilized as a measure of damage for PMCs

are residual strength and residual modulus. A detailed discussion of both was presented in

Section 1.4. The primary advantage of residual modulus over residual strength is the ability

to readily follow modulus degradation via interrupted fatigue tests. For obvious reasons the

residual strength can only be measured once during the fatigue life of a specimen. In con-

trast, the various components of stiffness can be monitored continuously throughout a fa-

tigue test. Moreover, residual strength degradation is not always uniquely related to the

state of physical damage. Chou and Croman (1979) showed this to be the case for the

sudden death syndrome where physical damage (transverse cracks, delaminations, etc.) occurs

continuously but the residual strength of the material is constant until very near failure

when the rate of strength degradation accelerates. Careful scrutiny of the residual strength

data collected here points to the fact that this may not be as problematic for this material

system when subjected to tension-compression cycling. However, due to cyclic data re-

ported elsewhere for other PMC systems subjected to various R-ratios, the design engineer
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is cautionedregardingthe useof residualstrengthto predict the fatiguebehaviorof an

individual componentin service.

WangandChim(1983),Poursartipetal. (1982),Liu (1992),Ye(1989)aswellasLemaitre

andChaboche(1990)havefocusedonelasticmoduli asapertinentmeasureof thedamage

state.Poursartipet al. (1982)pointedout thatelasticmoduli areparticularlyattractivebe-

causeasa fourth order tensor,elastic moduli offer the possibility of distinguishingand

monitoringdifferentcomponentsof damage.Yet,representingdamagewith afourthorder

tensorhasits drawbacks,whichis pointedout in thenextsection.Becauseof theselimita-

tions,thefatiguedamageaccumulationlawproposedhereincorporatesa scalarrepresenta-

tion for damage,butadmitsananisotropicevolutionarylaw.Themodelpredictsthecurrent

damagestate(asquantifiedby residualstiffness)andremnantlife of a compositethathas

undergoneaknowncyclic loadattemperature.Thedamage/lifemodelis dependenton the

appliedmultiaxialstressstate.Themodelisalsoafunctionof theappliedmaximumfatigue

stresses,theappliedmeanstresses,andtemperature.Themodelis characterizedusingthe

uniaxial life dataandstiffnessdegradationdataof thewovenPMC employedin this study.

The following sectiondiscussesthe damagemechanicsformulationconcerningstiff-

nessdegradationasadamagevariable.Afterwards,asectiondescribingthedamageevolu-

tionary law is presented.In the subsequentsection,characterizationis accomplishedby

utilizing thefatigue dataof the previouschapter.Finally, the last sectioncomparespre-

dictedresultswith experimentaldata.

4.2 Stiffness as a Measure of Damage

It goes without question that the evolution of the microdefects represents an irreversible

thermodynamic process. The modeling approach presented here does not allow for flaw

healing mechanisms that can take place in certain materials (e.g., ceramics and glasses) at

elevated temperatures. At the continuum level, this irreversible process requires the intro-

duction of an internal state variable that serves as a measure of accumulated damage. Here
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thedevelopmentby Duffy andGyekenyesi(1995)is utilized to presentfundamentalcon-

ceptsassociatedwith continuumdamagemechanics.Note thatin whatfollows, a physical

argumentwill bemadefor a specificform of the damageparameter.This parameterwill

thenbe relatedto theelasticmoduli of thematerial.

Considerauniaxial testspecimendepictedin Figure4.1andletA o represent the cross-

sectional area in an undamaged state. Denote A as the current cross-sectional area in a

damaged state where material defects exist in the cross section. The macroscopic damage

associated with this specimen is represented by the scalar

D= (A° -A) (4.1)

Ao

or alternatively by r/= (1 -D). The variable 77represents the fraction of cross-sectional area

not occupied by voids. Note that a material is undamaged when D = 0 or 77 = 1. It is

somewhat natural to associate the thermodynamic state variable representing damage with

a decrease in material integrity.

As it appears above, D is a scalar quantity (i.e., a zero order tensor). With a scalar

representation damage must be considered isotropic. This implies that the microstructure

with microdefects are randomly oriented and randomly distributed. A number of authors

have alternatively treated the damage state variable as a vector (first order tensor), a second

order tensor, a fourth order tensor, or an eighth order tensor. Representing the damage state

variable as a vector admits information relative to microcrack area and orientation, but

anomalies arise in transforming this first order tensor relative to a general multiaxial state of

stress. Other authors have proposed using second-order tensors to model damage, but prob-

lems occur in representing anisotropic damage in general. Using fourth order tensors is

appealing since an analogy can be made to the reduction (evolution) in stiffness properties

that occurs in a damaged material.
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of specimen with reduced stiffness as a result of damage.
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Theassociationof thedamageparameterdefinedabovewith elasticmoduli isbased,in

part, on theassumedexistenceof anelasticpotentialenergyfunction thatadmitsdamage

statevariables.As Duffy andGyekenyesi(1995)showed,this function is a scalarvalued

function andis definedby theexpression

1 O

(4.2)

where C_k I is the undamaged (or reference) fourth order elastic stiffness tensor, e0 is the

second order elastic strain tensor, and 7"/is initially taken as a scalar quantity. The deficiency

associated with the scalar representations will be illustrated momentarily. Based on the

assumed existence of f_e, and the Clausius Duhem inequality, a homogenized stress tensor

can be derived such that

or

where

O

crij = riC'_klekl (4.3)

d
trij = Cqklekl (4.4)

c_dl = rlC_°kl (4.5)

Thus cdijkl is a damaged stiffness tensor. The result of a scalar damage assumption is that

the elements of the damaged stiffness tensor are equal to the elements of the reference

stiffness tensor reduced by a common factor 7/. Note that these stiffness properties are

macrovariables, and no assumption was imposed at this point regarding the original mate-

rial symmetry. Thus, the undamaged material can be elastically isotropic or elastically aniso-
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tropic. The method admits either. Also, keep in mind that materials that are originally iso-

tropic can damage in an anisotropic fashion. The result is an anisotropic material.

There are deficiencies in associating a scalar damage variable with a three dimensional

stress state. Krajcinovic (1989) stated that a damage field is seldom isotropic due to the

nature of typical microstructural damage events. Also, Ju (1991) has pointed out that a

scalar damage variable will reduce the bulk and the shear moduli by an equal amount, that

is

G d = rlG° (4.6)

and

K d = rl K° (4.7)

where G d and K a are damaged shear and bulk moduli, respectively. This leads to

G d G °

Kd K ° (4.8)

which implies that Poisson's ratio does not evolve (i.e., v d = v°). Talreja (1987) points out

that this is a rather strong restriction which has limited experimental support.

Although a scalar damage variable may not agree with physical observations concern-

ing the Poisson's ratio, it does admit certain mathematical restrictions imposed on the elas-

tic moduli concerning basic physical principles. As an example of a physical principle, a

tensile force should produce an extension in the direction of the force. In addition, a hydro-

static pressure should not cause an expansion of the material. These physical principles

require that for a composite material E L, E r, GLT > 0, where the constants represent the

normal and shear moduli in respect to the longitudinal and transverse directions, ff the

initial elastic constants of a material system satisfy these restrictions, then the damaged

constants will also satisfy the restrictions since 0 _< r/_< 1. The complete list of restrictions

imposed on elastic constants for an orthotropic material was presented by Agarwal and
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Broutman(1990)andwill notberepeatedhere.It is sufficientto notethattheserestrictions

on theelasticmoduliwill notbeviolatedusinga scalarrepresentationof damage.

In orderto circumventthedifficultiesassociatedwithascalarrepresentationof damage,

onemight considerhigherordertensors.It wasmentionedearlierthatdifficultiesalsoarise

whenrepresentingdamagewith first andsecondranktensors.However,a fourthorderten-

sorcanbeusedto circumventthesedifficulties.To illustratetheuseof afourth orderdam-

agetensor,onceagainassumethe existenceof an elasticpotentialenergyfunction that

admitsadamagestatevariable.This functioncanbeexpressedas

1 O
(4.9)

where rlijk t is a fourth order tensor valued function that is dependent on a fourth order

damage state variable Dmnop. Note that the term rlijrs(Drnnop) should be interpreted as "r/is

a function of D." This term should not be interpreted as a tensor operation between 7/and D.

Now, the Cauchy stress is given by the expression

_ij = l"]ijkl( Omnop )C_c°lrsErs (4.10)

The simplest form of this transformation tensor is

r]ijr s = Iijrs -- Dijrs (4.11)

where lijrs is the fourth order identity tensor. This is analogous to the scalar relationship r/=

(1 - D). Other expressions could be considered, but at this point in time the lack of experi-

mental data discourages this endeavor.

Even though many authors have advocated the use of fourth order representation for

damage, most of these same authors have recognized the complexity in tracking all the
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necessarycomponentsin orderto characterizedamagewith thisapproach.Thetestingwould

involvemultiaxial loadapplicationwhileconcurrentlymonitoringall theelasticconstants.

Theexperimentalprogramnecessaryto accomplishmultiaxial loadapplicationis difficult

andexpensive.Thus,thedatabaseof degradedmodulifor materialssubjectedtomultiaxial

loadconditionsis non-existent.Forthesereasonsthefocusof thediscussionreturnsto the

utilization of a scalardamagevariable.

4.3 Scalar Damage Variable

Because of the complexities involved with a higher order representations of damage,

the current study focused on defining the damage variable as a scalar (i.e., a zero order

tensor). Krajcinovic (1987) stated that even though few would steadfastly deny the

directional nature of damage resulting from flat crack-like defects such as transverse cracks

and delaminations, the undeniable simplicity of the scalar representation has a certain level

of merit deserving the appropriate attention. Furthermore, the majority of current experi-

mental programs monitor properties related to the uniaxial application of load, thereby lim-

iting the ability to characterize higher order representations of damage. Similar reasoning

was utilized by Arnold and Kruch (1991) concerning the use of a scalar damage variable for

modeling damage evolution in a unidirectional metal matrix composites (MMC's). Although

the damage measure is a scalar, damage evolution is anisotropic. This anisotropic facet of

the proposed model is presented in the next section.

The measurement of damage is not directly accessible. Its quantitative evaluation, as

with many properties, is linked to the definition of the variable chosen to represent the

phenomenon. The inferred relationship is based on a link between deformation and dam-

age, i.e., to the modification of the mechanical properties characterized. The following

uniaxial stress strain relationships

cr = Ee (4.12)
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and

= Ogoe (4.13)

are adopted from the previous discussion. Here E o is the initial longitudinal stiffness and E

is the current longitudinal stiffness. Alternatively,

cr = (1 - D)Eoe (4.14)

can be used. Thus, a relationship between the damage variable and stiffness can be ex-

pressed as

(1 - D)E o = E (4.15)

Rearranging the terms of Equation (4.15), damage is defined as

E
D=I--- (4.16)

Eo

Thus, if the initial Young's modulus E o is known, any measurement of the residual elastic

stiffness can be used to determine the damage. Note that because of the scalar representa-

tion of damage, any of the elastic moduli can be implemented in Equation (4.16). However,

in the testing program presented here, data relative to Young's modulus in the longitudinal

fiber direction, i.e., E L, was obtained. Now that the scalar damage parameter D has been

associated with an engineering property that was readily measured, the next task involves

describing how this parameter evolves under cyclic load.

4.4 Damage Evolutionary Law

To describe the evolution of damage, a power law relationship is employed in a fashion

similar to work by Wang and Chim (1983), Hwang and Han (1989) as well as Ye (1989).
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The evolutionary laws in those studies were developed for the case of uniaxially applied

stresses with fixed R-ratios. Here, the general form of the evolutionary law is expressed as a

power function in terms of • which is a function that accounts for multiaxial cyclic stress

states. The evolutionary law is also a function of the current state of damage. The function

is dependent on the maximum cyclic stress and the cyclic mean stress. The damage rate is

expressed as

dD _C
--=A (4.17)
dN B(D+ Do) B-1

where D O is the initial damage state and A, B, and C are material constants. The functional

dependence of • is stipulated as the difference between a function F (defined momentarily)

evaluated at two different stress states, i.e.,

1

¢= [F(S:axfirb) - F(S*eanfrb)]2 (4.18)

where S* and S* are vectors with stress components defined as
max mean

= ¢YTmax

l ZLTma_ J

(4.19)

and

I _ Lmean l

Smean=l_Tmean f

I.T LTmean.J

(4.20)
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Thus, S* and S* are vectors with components dependent on the maximum cyclic
max mean

stresses (CrLmax, CrTmax, and "rLTmax) and cyclic mean stresses (CrLmean, aTmea n, and 'rLTmean),

respectively. Therefore, a functional dependence upon the R-ratio is introduced through the

use of S* and S* . Note that the components are referenced to the local L-T axis (i.e.,
max mean

longitudinal and transverse axis of the material). The vector o_ is composed of ultimate

strengths, i.e.,

GLU ]

lo tflU =
TLTU

l ':rzu J

(4.21)

The values aLU, _TU" CrZUand "CLTU are the ultimate monotonic failure loads in the longitu-

dinal and transverse fiber directions as well as the normal strength in the out of plane direc-

tion, respectively.

The function • is a measure of the intensity of the applied multiaxial stress state with

respect to the ultimate failure envelope of the anisotropic composite. The ultimate strength

values are defined by monotonic tests. The function F in Equation (4.18) defines the mono-

tonic failure surface for a two dimensional laminae. Although there are many monotonic

failure functions, this study employs a derivative of the Hill failure theory for anisotropic

materials due to its acceptance and wide use. The Hill failure surface, assuming plane stress

conditions, is expressed as

(or L 12+(cr T ]2_/ 1 1 1 / +(VLT 12
=1 (4.22)

Making use of this definition for multiaxial failure, the function F is defined as
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 =Io- 12+Io  211i 'I r LTI2\ zLrU )
(4.23)

The Hill theory stipulates that for a plane stress environment the monotonic failure initiates

when the equality of Equation (4.22) is met. Note that when the applied normal stresses are

compressive, ultimate compressive strengths are used Equations (4.22) and (4.23).

Alternatively, the Tsai-Hill failure criterion can be used. The Tsai-Hill criteria is a sim-

plification of the Hill theory based on the assumption that aTU = rrzu" This assumption is

relevant for transversely isotropic unidirectional tape laminae. However, the woven com-

posite studied here is an orthotropic material where strengths in the longitudinal and trans-

verse direction are equal. Therefore, the Hilt criterion can be modified for this material

system by stipulating

_LU = _TU (4.24)

Thus, the form of F used here is obtained by substituting Equation (4.24) into Equation

(4.23). Therefore

-- + -- _ .: : GL_T
_,_LU J _,_LU J _LU ffZU _._LTU J

(4.25)

The value of rrzu presents a difficulty since no out of plane data was gathered in this effort.

An estimation of the out of plane strength, O'zu, can be obtained by the use of monotonic

strength data of a unidirectional tape in the transverse direction (i.e., perpendicular to the

fiber direction). This is a valid comparison since both the transverse strength of a unidirec-

tional tape and the out of plane strength of a 2-D weave are obtained in a direction perpen-

dicular to the fibers. As it turns out, this study did not require the evaluation of multiaxial

data, so this strength parameter was not required.
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Damageevolutioncanbeachievedby integratingEquation(4.17)andby assumingthat

D = D o when N = 0. Therefore, damage as a function of fatigue cycles is

Modeling of property degradation is achieved by combining Equations (4.16) and (4.26).

Here, the residual modulus as a function of accumulated cycles is expressed as

{I ]' }E= E o 1- AoCN +(2Do) B _ + D O (4.27)

where E o is the initial modulus value corresponding to D = 0. To underscore the point that

E o corresponds to D - 0, and not to D = D o, assume the case ofB = 1 and N= 0. As a result

of this assumption, the residual modulus at the beginning of a test (i.e., N = 0) is expressed

as

E=(1- Oo)E o (4.28)

Note that the residual modulus, E, is less than E o since the material is assumed to have some

initial damage prior to testing (e.g., as a result of processing). Thus, Eo is a modulus value

corresponding to a specimen with no damage, i.e., D = 0.

At the end of the fatigue life of a specimen, where N = Np the damage parameter reaches

a critical value defined as

D= D o +Ocritical (4.29)

Combining equations (4.29) and (4.26) and solving for the number of cycles (Nf) associated

with Dcritical, the life model is expressed as follows
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(Ocritical + 2Do) B -(2Do) B

Nf = A¢_C
(4.30)

In the next section the cyclic fatigue data presented in Chapter m will be used to character-

ize the constants A, B, and C.

4.5 Characterizing the Damage Evolution Law

In this section the model is characterized utilizing the uniaxial, fully-reversed (zero

mean stress), cyclic fatigue data of the previous chapter at the temperatures of 22 °C (72 °F)

and 316 °C (600 °F). The initial step in defining the constants required studying the com-

pressive modulus degradation curves as a function of accumulated cycles at various maxi-

mum cyclic stresses. Although the results presented in Chapter HI indicated equivalent deg-

radation rates for both tensile and compressive moduli (see Figures 3.17 and 3.18), the

compressive modulus was chosen to characterize the model due to the fact that under fully

reversed conditions failure of the tested coupons occurred in the compressive regime.

The stiffness degradation curves presented in the previous chapter (see Figures 3.16 to

3.19) indicate that the damage accumulation as a function maximum cyclic stress involved

three stages. The stages consisted of an initial stage where a high degradation rate domi-

nates (Stage I - which accounted for 1 percent of the life); a linear regime (Stage H - com-

posing the majority of life); and an increased rate of degradation as the fatigue life of the

specimen was approached (Stage m - occurring in the last few cycles before failure). As

was explained in Chapter III, Stage II involved a stable accumulation in crack density. Since

the linear portion of the damage accumulation curves accounted for the majority of fatigue

life for this PMC, it was reasonable to model damage for this stage. A similar approach of

modeling only certain portions of the degradation curve was taken by Ye (1989).

The following observations obtained from the fatigue data were used to simplify the
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characterizationprocess.First, sincethe degradationswerelinear (i.e., constantratesre-

gardlessof thecurrentlevelof damage),Equation(4.17)wasassumedto bedependentonly

on thecyclic stressstate,_. Thus,thecurrentlevelof damagewasnot alteringthe rateof

damageaccumulation.To eliminatethe dependenceon the currentlevel of damage,the

constantB was taken equal to 1 in Equations (4.17), (4.26), (4.27) and (4.30). Second,

Figure 3.16 indicates that the modulus degradation rates were independent of temperature.

Therefore, the room temperature and elevated temperature results were pooled for the char-

acterization of the damage rate constants A, B, and C in Equation (4.17).

The damage rate for an individual specimen was calculated by fitting a linear regression

curve to the Stage II segment of the compressive modulus degradation curve as depicted in

Figure 4.2. The modulus degradation rate was obtained from the regression line. Next, the

modulus degradation rate was transformed to a damage rate by employing the derivative of

Equation (4.16) with respect to N, i.e.,

dD 1 (dE) (4.31)
dN E o -_

A summary of damage rates, dD/dN, for various specimens as a function of • and tempera-

ture is presented in Table XIII. As a result of the uniaxial stress conditions for the fatigue

tests conducted here, the only strength value required to calculate • was the longitudinal

tensile strength, CrLu. From Chapter III it was shown that trLu = 855 MPa (124 ksi).

The log of the damage rates (both room temperature and elevated temperature) were

plotted as a function of the log of the multiaxial cyclic stress state • as shown in Fig-

ure 4.3. Linear regression was used to construct the line depicted in Figure 4.3. The constant

A represents the inverse log of the intercept and the constant C represents the slope of the

line. From the regression analysis, the model constants for the current material system were

A = 0.1257 (4.32)
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Figure 4.2 Stage II linear regression curve fit for a typical compressive modulus plot at

220C (72°F): crz,_= 345 MPa (50 ksi); q) = 0.403.
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TABLE XH!. FATIGUE DATA FOR CHARACTERIZING MODEL

Specimen
ID

_3 32

PC2 30

PC3 17 22

PC2 24 22

PC2 6 22

PC3 7 22

PC3 9 22

PC2 13 22

PC2 31 22

I'C2 32 22

PC2 12 22

PC2 28 316

PCI 4 316

PC3 8 316

PCI 8 316

PC2 16 316

PCI 5 316

Temperature
T

oc ("D
22 (72)

22 (72)

(72)
(72)

(72)
(72)

(72)
(72)
(72)
(72)
(72)
(600)
(6oo)
(6oo)
(6oo)
(6oo)
(6oo)

Max. stress

(_Lmmx

_n'a (ksi)
414 (60)

379 (55)

379 (55)

379 (55)

345 (50)

345 (50)

345 (50)

310 (45)

310 (45)

310 (45)

276 (40)

310 (45)

310 (45)

276 (40)

276 (40)

241 (35)

241 (35)

Stress

state

O

Cycles to
failure

Nf

Damage
rate

dD/dN

0.484 2426 5.840x10 -s

0.444 3552 4.184x10 "5

0.444 3721 4.792x10 "s

0.444 8429 '1.888x10 "s

218040.403

0.403 24254

0.403 26884

0.363 160423

8.905x10 _

0.363

7.650x10 _

6.718x10 _

1.542x10 _

2.232x10 _

5678

0.363 111245

0.363 61231 3.814xI0_

0.323 1367095 2.012xi0-7

3.450xI0_

7858

38164

134100

432943

0.363

0.323

0.323

0.282

0.282 354440

8.672x10 _

3.814x10 _

5.842xi0"7

2.513xi0"7

3.490xi0"7

Critical

damage

D_

0.142

0.149

0.178

0.159

0.194

0.186

0.181

0.247

0.248

0.234

0.275

0.0196

0.0685

0.146

0.0783

0.109

0.124
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Figure 4.3 Damage rate as a function of stress state, t_.
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and

B = 1.000 (4.33)

C = 10.436 (4.34)

4.6 Defining Critical Damage

The fatigue life data (but not the damage rates) presented in Chapter III showed a sig-

nificant decrease in cycles to failure as a result of the elevated temperature. This tempera-

ture dependence was a result of the material's lower tolerance to damage at elevated tem-

perature. Although the specimens damage accumulation rates at a given maximum cyclic

stress were approximately the same at either 22 °C (72 °F) or 316 °C (600 °F), the elevated

temperature coupons failed at a much lower critical damage state. Thus in order to model

the fatigue life of this composite material, a damage rate equation and a critical damage

state must be defined. In utilizing continuum damage mechanics failure is typically associ-

ated with D = 1. This does not work here. Thus in this section a critical damage state is

carefully defined such that it is temperature dependent, as well as dependent on the applied

stress state.

The critical damage values were defined as the lowest stiffness value on the Stage II

portion of the modulus degradation curves. For example, the critical damage state for a

specimen at room temperature and a maximum cyclic stress of 345 MPa (50 ksi) is identi-

fied in Figure 4.2. A systematic approach for calculating Dcritical for individual specimens

was accomplished by utilizing the linear regression curves fitted to Stage II. The critical

residual moduli were obtained from the regression curves by inputting the cycles to failure,

Nf of the respective specimen. This value of residual modulus was transformed to Dcritical

utilizing Equation (4.16). The Ocriticat results are presented in Table XIII. The discussions

in Sections 3.7 and 3.10 as well as the information presented in Table XIII show that Dcritical

was extremely sensitive to temperature. Based on these observations, the critical damage
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variablewasformulatedasafunctionof boththeappliedstressstate,_, andtemperature,T.

A linear relationship was obtained by plotting Dcritical versus • as shown in Figure

4.4. The two lines depicted in the figure were obtained by fitting linear regression curves to

the data sets corresponding to room temperature and elevated temperature. One can easily

discern that the slopes from both temperature regimes were approximately equal. Only the

intercepts along the Dcritical axis were different. Thus

Dcritical = P(T) + Q. (4.35)

The constant Q is taken as an average of the slopes of two lines in Figure 4.4. It is assumed

that the parameter P(T) is linearly dependent on temperature since only two temperature

conditions were used to characterize Dcritical. Based on the data, the constants are calcu-

lated as

P = (-6.510 x 10-4) • T +0.5776 (4.36)

Q = -8.877 x 10 -1 (4.37)

for metric units (°C), and

P = (-3.625 x 10-4) • T + 0.5894 (4.38)

Q = -8.877 × 10 -1 (4.39)

for English units (°F). The expression for P(T) allows for a family of Dcritical curves be-

tween the two test temperatures. With the damage evolutionary law and Dcritical

defined, the focus is now turned to a comparison with experimental data.
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Figure 4.4 Critical damage as a function of stress state, _, and temperature, T.
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4. 7 Comparison of Model with Experimental Data

Substituting Equations (4.32) through (4.35) into (4.30), the fatigue life can be expressed

as

[(_651o×1o-4) +o5776]_8877×1o
(4.40)

Nf = 0.1257(O)10.436

for metric units (°C), or

[(-3"625 x 10-'4)" T + 0"5894] - 8"877 x 10-1 (O) (4.41)

Nf = 0.1257(O)10.436

for English units (°F). The residual modulus as a function of accumulated cycles is as fol-

lows:

E= Eo{1-(O.1257)[t_lO'436]N- Do}
(4.42)

Note that the cycles to failure (Nf) is explicitly temperature dependent. The residual modu-

lus is implicitly temperature dependent since E o is temperature dependent. It is assumed

that the initial damage, D O, is very small in respect to the damage which is induced during

fatigue cycling. Therefore, D Ois equated to 0. As a result (see Equation 4.28), E o is equal to

the initial modulus prior to cyclic fatigue. The residual modulus in a normalized form is

expressed as

E _ (0.1257)[_10.436]N (4.43)_-----1

Fo

In addition to the data at 22 °C (72 °F) and 316 °C (600 °F), three coupons were tested

at the intermediate temperature of 204 °C (400 °F) to further substantiate the predictive
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capabilities of the model. Tables XIV through XVI as well as Figure 4.5 show the life

prediction results in comparison to the experimental data. Recalling that the model charac-

terization was achieved using 22 °C (72 °F) and 316 °C (600 °F) data, the theoretical pre-

dictions at those temperatures show good agreement with the data which is expected. The

model also shows good agreement with the 204 °C (400 °F) cyclic fatigue data.

Note the plateau behavior in all three curves at the high maximum stress levels. This is

indicative of stress levels at which no stiffness loss is apparent prior to failure.

Because there is no propagation of measurable damage at maximum cyclic stresses above

the plateau, the model cannot be applied at those high stresses. This circumstance is only

minimally detrimental since the model allows maximum stresses which produce lives in the

100 cycle range. Usually a design engineer is interested in lives ranging from 104 to 107

cycles to failure.

The available cyclic fatigue data at the three temperatures appears to support the asymp-

totic behavior of the model. For the room temperature data, no stiffness degradation was

observed at the 483 MPa (70 ksi) maximum cyclic stress. This stress level is located just

below 538 MPa (78 ksi) plateau of the model. Thus from the experimental data one would

not expect stiffness degradation above the 483 MPa (70 ksi) level. At 316 °C (600 °F) the

model's plateau occurs at the maximum cyclic stress of 359 MPa (52 ksi). This also agrees

with the available experimental data. For both the 345 MPa (50 ksi) and the 379 MPa

(55 ksi) maximum cyclic stress levels at 316 °C (600 oF), no degradation of the moduli were

recorded prior to failure. Finally, at 204 °C (400 °F) the model's plateau occurs at a maxi-

mum cyclic stress of 428 MPa (62 ksi). The cyclic fatigue data at 448 MPa (65 ksi) maximum

cyclic stress revealed no modulus reduction prior to failure, once again showing agreement

with the model.

A comparison between the predicted residual compressive stiffness using Equation (4.43)

and the experimental data at 204 °C (400 °F) is displayed in Figure 4.6. Equation (4.40) was

utilized to define the total number of cycles to failure for the stiffness prediction at the
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TABLE XIV. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL

DATA AND THEORY AT 220C (72°10

_l,amx,

(ksi)
483 (70)

414(6o)
379 (55)

345 (50)

310 (45)

276 (40)

O

0.565 1

0.484 1

0.444 3

0.403 3

0.363 3

0.323 1

AverageNumber

of repeats

Stnd Dcv

of Nf

Model

prediction

194100

2426 -- 2079

5234 2768 6535

24314 2540 21401

110966 49596 75474

1367095 -- 296351

TABLE XV. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL

DATA AND THEORY AT 316°C (600°F)

(3"Lnmx,

MPa (ksi)

379 (55)

345 (50)

310 (45)

276 (40)

241 (35)

0.444

0.403

0.363

Number

of repeats
3

0.323 3

0.282 2

Average

N_,,.

158

353

6225

Stnd Dev

of Nf

93

217

1439

Model

prediction

1453

15548

68731 56650 91392

393691 55510 522327

TABLE XVL COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL

DATA AND THEORY AT 2040C (400°F)

or.re.x, _ Number

MPa (ksi) of repeats

448 (65) 0.524 1

379 (55)

310 (45) 0.363

Nf.lw Model

prediction

78

0.444 1 952 1950

1 40740 38204
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Figure 4.5 Stress based isothermal fatigue life comparison between experimental data

and analytical predictions.
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Figure 4.6 Model versus data comparison of normalized compressive modulus as a

function of cycles at 204°C (400°F): crL._ = 310 MPa (45 ksi); • = 0.363.
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respectivestressandtemperature.As Figure4.6depicts,theagreementwasgoodconcern-

ing both theslopeof the line andcyclesto Dcritical.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

5.1 Summary

The use of polymer matrix composites (PMCs) has been expanded to load beating struc-

tures exposed to elevated temperatures. As a result, it is essential that quality experimental data

be acquired at test conditions approaching the service conditions of the component. Fur-

thermore, a dependable methodology for life prediction needs to be established for the

successful and cost effective commercialization of PMCs. To help meet these requirements, it

was the intention of this work to investigate the monotonic tensile, monotonic compressive,

and fully reversed fatigue behavior exhibited by a carbon fiber/polyimide resin, woven lami-

nate at room (22 °C/72 °F) and elevated (316 °C/600 °F) temperatures. This particular

(0/90) weave was designated as T650-35/PMR15. The effects of mechanical cycling and

temperature on the macroscopic properties and microscopic damage behavior were studied.

The macroscopic properties of interest included the longitudinal stiffness and the residual

compressive strength. The accumulation of microscopic damage was studied by destructive

sectioning and video monitoring of the coupon edge. In addition, a model based on a meas-

urable damage variable was developed and characterized utilizing the fully reversed fatigue

data. The model predicts property degradation and life as a function of multiaxially applied
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cyclic stressesandtemperature.A scalarrepresentationof damage(i.e., isotropicdamage)

is employedin themodel.

The following sectionsdiscussthe accomplishments,results,and conclusionsof the

experimentalandmodelingefforts.Presentedfirst is asectionfocusingon theexperimental

segmentof theresearch.This is followedby a discussionconcerningtheanalyticalmodel.

In thefinal section,suggestionsfor futureresearcharepresented.

5.2 General Discussion of the Experimentation

To achieve the experimental goals of this study, unique experimental techniques were

developed and employed for the isothermal tests. This included designing tensile coupon

geometry and unsupported compressive coupon geometry, developing accurate methods of

temperature control and measurement for quartz lamp heating, as well as programming

advanced software to drive the hydraulic load frame. Experimental testing procedures and

techniques were specified that resulted in closely controlled isothermal tests performed in a

uniaxial, monotonic and fully reversed fatigue load conditions. Detailed discussions for

each of the experimental accomplishments are presented in Chapter II.

Upon completing the monotonic and fatigue tests, the isothermal response was com-

pared and analyzed from both phenomenological and microstructural viewpoints. The con-

clusions based on the results of Chapter III are as follows:

* Due to the fiber dominated nature of the weave, the monotonic tensile properties

were relatively unaffected by temperature. The stiffness, ultimate strength and ulti-

mate strain each showed reductions of less than 3 percent. Concerning microstruc-

tural damage, transverse cracks appeared first. They were followed by bundle debonds

which in turn propagated into interlaminar delaminations. Coupons failed as a result

of isolated debonded warp bundles fracturing.

- Elevated temperature had a more pronounced affect on the monotonic compressive

properties of the composite. Although the stiffness of the coupons were relatively
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unaffected,theultimatestrengthandultimatestrainwerereducedby approximately

7 percent.Themicrostructuralobservationsindicatedthattherewasno observable

damageprior to failure at either temperature.For both room temperatureandel-

evatedtemperaturethe instantaneousoccurrenceof massivebundledebondsand

bundlebucklingcausedfailure.

• Forthefully reversedfatigueresults,theelevatedtemperaturedatashowedasignifi-

cantreductionin cyclesto failurewhencomparedto roomtemperaturedatatestedat

thesamemaximumstresslevel.Theresidualcompressivestrength(whichis heavily

dependenton theresin,andthereforealsosensitiveto temperature)playedasignifi-

cantrole in fatiguelife for reversedloads.Tounderscorethis issuenotethat failure

alwaysoccurredduringthecompressiveportionof thecycle.

• At both room temperatureand elevatedtemperature,the stiffnessasa function of

accumulatedcyclesdisplayedathreestagedegradationbehavior.Thefirst stageoc-

curredduringtheinitial 1percentof life. Thiswasfollowedby alinearsecondstage

(constantdegradationrate) which constitutedthe majority of life. As failure ap-

proached,a dramaticincreasein thedamagerateoccurred.Comparisonsbetween

roomtemperatureandelevatedtemperaturestiffnessbehaviorfor equivalentmaxi-

mumcyclic stressesshowedequivalentdegradationrates.Although thedegradation

rateswereequivalent,elevatedtemperaturecouponsfailed muchearlier than the

roomtemperaturecoupons.

° Themicrostructuraldamageduetothefully reversedfatiguewasdifferentatthetwo

testtemperaturesusedin this study.At roomtemperaturetransversecracksoccurred

earlyin life. After saturationof thetransversecracks,bundledebondswereinitiated.

With furthercycling,thedebondsbranchedoff to causeinterlaminardelaminations.

Delaminationsfirst occurredat the interfacesof theouterplies.As cyclingcontin-

ued,delaminationswereseenattheinterfacesof interiorplies.Isolatedwarpbundles

debondedalongthe edgeof the couponsfractureddue to bundlebuckling at the
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onset of failure. Failure at room temperature was a result of massive debonding and

bundle buckling in the remaining intact plies. At elevated temperature, bundle debonds

and bundle fractures occurred early, along the face and edge of the coupons. These

events had minimal influence on the modulus since they occurred at the surface.

Subsequent to bundles debonding, transverse cracks were initiated. These cracks

showed higher concentrations near the edge of the coupon. Delaminations at the

outermost laminae occurred as failure was approached. Progressively, the delamina-

tions grew through the thickness. Failure at elevated temperature was a result of

resin shear failure, bundle debonding, and bundle fracture due to buckling in the

remaining intact plies.

• Residual compressive strength tests were conducted on specimens at various stages

of damage. However, the level of damage induced by mechanical cycling was more

easily measured by stiffness degradation. The room temperature coupons appeared

more tolerant of damage than the elevated temperature coupons. For example, at

room temperature and 1 percent stiffness loss, the coupon retained 95 percent of its

initial compressive strength. At elevated temperature and 1 percent stiffness loss, the

coupon retained only 75 percent of its initial compressive strength.

These experimental findings helped guide the development of the fatigue life model

which is high-lighted in the next section.

5.3 General Discussion of the Damage Model

The damage model quantitatively measures the degree of damage by establishing a

functional relationship between the current stiffness and the damage state of the laminate.

The damage evolution law employs a power law relationship to model the damage :rate as a

function of the multiaxial cyclic stress environment and the current level of damage. The

critical damage, which defines the level of damage at the time of failure, is dependent on the

multiaxial cyclic stress environment and the temperature. Characterization of the model in
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respect to the T650-35/PMR15 (0/90) weave was achieved by the utilization of the fully

reversed fatigue life data and stiffness data. After defining the model and comparing it with

data the following conclusions were realized:

• For the current material system, the damage was found to have a constant degrada-

tion rate dependent on the maximum cyclic stress and cyclic mean stress. Because

the stiffness data showed the degradation rates to be independent of temperature, the

room and elevated temperature data were pooled in the characterization of the dam-

age rate equation. However, the critical damage state was dependent on the both the

cyclic stress level and temperature.

• Comparisons between predicted life and S-Ndata indicated good agreement between

the model and experiment at 22 °C (72 °F) and 316 °C (600 °F). The predictive

capabilities of the model were further substantiated by comparing the model to fully

reversed fatigue data produced at an intermediate temperature of 204 °C (400 °F).

The agreement at this intermediate temperature was good concerning both the modulus

behavior and cycles to failure.

This fatigue life model represents a nascent effort in developing a predictive method for

this class of composites. The following section points to further work that would strengthen

the capability of the model.

Ii1

5.4 Future Directions

To achieve a fuller understanding of the physical characteristics of the woven material,

experimentation under various conditions is required. This includes the influence of mean

stress, temperature, and moisture on the life and microstructural behavior. Because struc-

tural components experience off-axis and multiaxial stresses, it is recommended that off-

axis uniaxial tests as well as multiaxial fatigue tests be conducted. Also, to simulate true

component conditions thermomechanical fatigue (TMF) needs to be explored. TMF in-

volves simultaneously cycling both load and temperature. In-phase loading dictates that
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load andtemperaturereachtheremaximumsandminimumssimultaneously.In contrast,

out-of-phaseconditionsdictatethatthe loadis atits maximumwhile thetemperatureis at

its minimum,andfor theminimumloadthetemperatureis at its maximum.In thefuture,

bothcyclic regimensshouldbeexaminedcarefully.

Due to themanyassumptionsincorporatedinto thedamagemodel,theaboveexperi-

mentalrecommendationscanbeusedto verify themodel.Also, expansionof thephenom-

enologicalmodelcanbeexploredconcerningmoistureandTMF.Variablescanbeaddedto

the damagerateequationor critical damageterm whichallow modelcharacterizationfor

theaboveconditions.Thesevariablescanbefunctionsof maximumtemperature,tempera-

turerangeaswell asmoisturecontent.However,beforesuchimplementationsaremadea

thoroughexperimentaldatabaseis required.
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